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In Our 94th Year

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, October 13, 1973

of House Republican Leader
Gerald R. Ford.
Both the House and Senate
were poised to vote the swift
confirmation the President
sought in the name of national
unity.
Nixon announced his choice
Friday night in a nationally
televised ceremony, with only
oblique mention of the corruption scandal that forced Spiro
T. Agnew's resignation Wednesday from the nation's second
highest office.

reserving judgment pending the
hearings.
At the same time, 131 House
members said they would vote
for Ford, two said they were
opposed and 15 were undecided
or withholding comment.
The President clearly had the
Watergate and Agnew scandals
in mind when he told the nation
"it is vital that we turn away
from the obsessions of the past,
and turn to the great challenges of the future."
"This is a time for a new beginning for America, a new beginning in which we all dedicate ourselves to the tasks of
meeting the challenges we face,
seizing the opportunities for
greatness and meeting the dangers wherever they are, at
home and abroad."
The beaming 60-year-old Ford
bounded to Nixon's side from
his front row seat in the White
House East Room and aCcepted
the nomination with a promise
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At Convention
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Tank Battles Resume On
Dusty Road To Damascus

Blood River Baptist Association
To Hold 104th Annual Meet Here
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to work "to make America
united America."
The tall, pipe-smoking law''
and former college football star
The
has represented a western
Kentucky
Library honored at the convention
414
Association
Michigan district in the Hoeft
named
the Friday as the "Outstanding
Calloway County Library board Public Librarian for 1973" in
for 25 years, budding a reputaof trustees to the "Trustees Kentucky. Since 1967, Mrs.
tion as a staunch party man
Award" at its annual con- McWilliams has served as
and a strong supporter of Nixrorammila
vention, held this week in librarian for the
on's policies.
Anderson
Louisville.
His selection immediately
County public library system at
wow"—
The trustees award went to Lawrenceburg.
placed his name high on the list
the local library for "an outof Republican contenders for
The
Kentucky
Library
sttanding public relations Association, in its citation, said
the presidency in 1976.
program in the community." she "exemplifies the dedicated
As he left the White House
TOASTMASTER WINNER—Toastmaster David
Roos
Librarian
Friday night, Ford told news- congratulates new member
Margaret librarian found in so many
Within hours, it was clear
Bob Ward on winning the Kentucky
Trevathan and some of the small
men "I have no intentions to
public
Ford was breezing toward easy
libraries
Lake Toastmasters Humorous Speech Contest, held this
week.
board members are attending throughout Kentucky."
run in 1976 for president or for
confirmation, perhaps within a
Ward can now go on to enter the district contest,
to be held at
the convention.
vice president."
Among other things, Mrs.
week or two, barring adverse
Paducah. Ward is a MSU student and basketball manager.
The
Members of the local board of McWilliams spearheaded a
But speculation about his local club, one of over 3,000 around
disclosures during congressionthe world which provides its
trustees are Chairman Max drive to match federal money
presidential ambitions threaded
al hearings.
members with a program of communication and
leadership
Hurt; Mrs. Macon Blankenship, for a new library. Nearly $60,000
through the praise lavished on development, meets each Wednesday
An Associated Press survey
morning at 0:45 at the
secretary; Dr. A.H. Kopperud, was collected to meet the
Ford by both Democrats and Triangle Inn.
found Ford with 52 votes, one
Staff Photo by David Hill
treasurer; Jack Belote and construction grant.
Republican
s.
more than needed for con,
1 410
Mrs. Lochie Hart.
v ,v1
Melvin R. Laird, Nixon's
Named "Outstanding School
firmation. None of the senators
Turstee Mrs. Blankenship Librarian," was Mrs. Zada
chief domestic adviser and a. Mideast War
REP. GERALD FORD
initially contacted were opsaid yesterday that the library Parsley of Brooksville, who is
former dOP congressman, said
Vice President Nominee
posed, but nine said they were
has tried to provide "a program librarian for
Ford "is no caretaker," will be.
the Bracker
for all segments of our com- County High School.
a strong vice president and that'
munity, for young and old."
"I would expect him to run"
The association
picked
Various activities have been Jimadean Ireland from the
for the White House in .1976.
staged,
with meetings and Owensboro public school
"Of course he'll be a candiexhibits, and a "Youth Activity system as its vice president and
date," said Rep. Wayne Hays,
Room," at the library.
1)-Ohio, who added he was glad
president-elect. Next year she
Mrs. Blankenship said "We will succeed William H. Garner,
Nixon chose someone like .Feed._ By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS mored offensive made initial
--Tank
battles
resumed early headway but claimed the Is- are trying mainly to create a Louisville Free Public Library,
"If he had chosen (John B.)
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) — the Nixon philosophies and
ted the ability to fulfill the of- Connally," Hays said, "there today on the dusty road to raelis were beaten back later place for everybody."
who was installed Friday as
Gov. Wendell Ford has pre- third a
man
was flee."
who
Carolyn Adams is the book- president.
would have been the bloodiest Damascus, and Israeli units "in continual violent battles."
dicted "a rather quick con- prominently mentioned for the
eliminated most Iraqi forces
And, Huddleston added, "He battle since Gettysburg."
The communique, which mobile librarian at the local
Named recording secretary
firmation" of U.S. House Mi- vice presidency in 1968," the
shoring
has not been a person who has
up the remaining Syr- claimed Syria had destroyed 78 library, and takes books and was Mrs. Barbara
House
Speaker Carl Albert
Williams,
nority Leader Gerald Ford as Democratic governor said.
been making a big effort on the said he had told Nixon Wednes- ian lines in the Golan Heights, Israeli tanks as well as half- other literature to shut-ins and Department of
Finance, Frankvice president.
"While I disagree with many national political scene."
the
Israeli
military command tracks and artillery pieces in other persons who are unable to fort, while Dr. Herman
day that Ford -was my choice
Elected officials and the gen- of his attacks against people
Totten,
The state's Republican chair- and the easiest to be con- said.
the counterattack, did not say come to the main library
University of Kentucky, was
eral public of both parties in programs such as Medicare,
There was no immediate Syr- how far the Israelis had adman,Cbarles Coy of Richmond, firmed."
Mrs
Ann G. McWilliams was elected treasurer.
Kentucky tended to favor the public housing, and elementar
y said Nixon's selection left him
Besides Connally, the former ian or Iraqi response to the vanced.
vice
presidential
nominee and secondary educational pro- "very
pleased.
Associated Press correspondTexas governor who recently claims.
named Friday night by Presi- grams, I believe the balance
-First of all because he is a turned Republican, others who:
The Israeli command said the ent Paul Kohn said the route to
dent Nixon.
swings strongly in his favor, very able man, secondly behad been considered in the run- ground combat began at dawn Damascus was littered with
"Mr. Nixon has selected first and would presume a rather
cause he has been a faithful ning as Agnew's successor in- after a quiet night on the north- wrecked Syrian tanks and
a deeply partisan Republican, quick confirmation."
supporter of the administration, cluded Gov. Nelson A. Rock- ern front. Israeli armored col- charred bodies and that Syrian
second a person with many of
The President chose a man third because I'm certain he
efeller of New York, former umns on Friday penetrated 15 soldiers were surrendering to
"who would not overshadow will be acceptable to both parSecretary of State William P. miles inside Syria and to within the Jewish forces. Based on reThe 104th annual meeting of Church beginning at 9:30 a.m.
him," the governor added, ties in both houses of Con25 miles of Damascus, the Is- ports from the Israeli com(See Ford, Page If)
"which many could well do at gTess.''
raeli state radio said.
mand and from newsmen, the Blood River Baptist Much of this session will be
this time in his career — and
Coy said he thinks the nomiCorrespondents with the Is- Damascus was nearly within Association will be held Oc- given to hearing reports,
one who can help in his sericies, nation "will do much to restore.
electing officers, and business
raeli forces said some elements range of the Israelis' 175mm tober 15-16.
problems wit,h Congress."
The climax will be a doctrinal,
confidence in the executive
had penetrated to within 20 howitzers.
The messengers from the 48
Another Kentucky Democrat, branch of government."
miles of the Syrian capital.
The Israelis, who said they member churches with 12,000 sermon delivered by Rev.
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
In Beirut, the newspaper An broke through the 1987 Golan members will meet at First Richard Walker, pastor at
He noted that Gerald Ford
termed Gerald Ford "acceptNatter
said that Jordanian and Heights cease-fire line into Syr- Baptist Church in Murray on Murray First Baptist Church.
was among the vice presidenable to me.
The last session will be held at
Saudi Arabian troops had ia on Thursday, did not say Monday evening at seven p.m.
tial choices of both Kentucky's
A large sum of money was
The
annual Murray Lions
"I think if everything checks
First Missionary Baptist
Democratic U.S. representa- Club Radio Auction will be moved secretly along the south- whether they hoped to push all with
Moderator
Thomas
discovered on and beside a out when he goes through
the tives,
Church in Benton beginning at
4th District Rep. Gene conducted on Tuesday and ern flank of the Syrian front be- the way to Damascus. Spokes- Perkins presiding.
highway near Mayfield Friday hearing processes,
seven p.m. on Tuesday. Rev.
I would ac- Snyder
The two major addresses will
of Jeffersontown and Wednesday, October 23 and 24, low the Golan Heights. It said men said only that they were
morning according to Kentucky cept Gerald Ford. I just
think
James T. Garland, pastor at
State Police Detective Iris he's a man who has demonstra- 5th District Rep. Tim Lee Car- over the local radio station The it was believe some Jordanian "broadening and consolidating" be delivered by Rev. A.B. Hazel
Baptist Church, will bring
soldiers
may
their
have
attack
entered
and
planned
Syrto
Tompkinsvi
of
ter
Colvin, Secretary of the Direct
lle.
Crawford.
auction will start at 6:30 p.m.
the final message of the annual
ia and that Jordan would enter "destroy the enemy."
Missions Department of the
Crawford said that Jerry Lee
meeting.
the war formally today.
(See Mideast, Page 10)
Kentcky Baptist Convention,
Wells, a Mayfield insurance
eachdY
Merchants and individuals in
Blood
River
Baptist
The
report
was
not
immeMiddletown,and Rev. Calvin C.
salesman, contacted him at the
the Murray area have donated
Associati
on is a voluntary
diately
confirmed
by
any offiWilkins, pastor of Briensburg
laney
Kelso
Receives
West Viola State Police Post
valuable merchandise and
association of Baptist Churches
cial sources.
Baptist Church.
and turned the money over to
services to be auctioned over
in Marshall and Calloway
An
Israeli
communiq
ue
isA
short concert by the Midhim. The money was in large
the station. The public is invited
Scholarship From KFH
Counties
for
fellowship,
sued early today said "most of
Continent Baptist Bible College
denominations and the total
and urged to participate in this
cooperative work in Kingdom
the
Iraqi forces that entered
Janey Kelso of Murray, a Choir will be heard.
amount was not disclosed.
auction to assist the Lions Club
affairs, and sharing common
WASHINGTON I AP) — Ap- ment simultaneously with Ag- with its involvment in com- the fighting in the Golan freshman at Murray State
The Tuesday morning session
Wells told Crawford he had
Heights
have
University
been
,
is
eliminate
one
of the six will be held at New Zion Baptist responsibilities, said Bro.
d"
seen the money scattered on the parently determined to vindi- new's court hearing.
munity projects, a club
Perkins.
and "the remnants of the force coeds
who
received
a
Agnew, while conceding guilt spokesman said.
roadside and he picked the cate himself as much as posare
retreating
scholarshi
."
It
did
p
menfrom
not
the
Kentucky
money up an took it to the sible from criminal allegations, on the income tax charge, deA major portion of the funds
Homemakers
former Vice President Spiro T. nied the other accusations and from this auction will be utilized tion numbers or say how many Future
State Police headquarters.
Iraqis
organizati
remained
on.
ready
fight
to
Agnew
has
scheduled
telewas
a
expected to give a detailed in the establishment of a
Crawford and Wells then
Miss Kelso is a graduate of
returned to the area where the vision address to the nation on defense of himself in the Mon- "Walking Blood Bank" for the Inside Syria.
A Syrian communique Friday Calloway County High School.
day night address.
money had been found and Monday night.
Murray-Calloway County area.
conceded that the Israeli ar- She is the daughter of Mr. and
Arrangements for the speech,
there, assisted by the Mayfield
Mrs. Glen Kelso of Rt. 7 Murray
Police Department, recovered to be broadcast live on all three
The Advisory Committee for study in the area of school and
and is a home economics major.
another large sum of money. national networks, were disthe business and office community.
Each scholorship is in the
Other matters
The bills have been tun: closed Friday night, shortly
discussed
department of the Murray
amount of $300, one-half of
nedover to the FBI in Paducah after President Nixon anVocational School held its first included the possibility of
which
is
paid
directly to the meeting of the
and investigation by state and nounced he would nominate
year in the setting up student observations
coed each semester. The award
federal officers is continuing. Rep. Gerald R. Ford of Michconference room at the school in local business offices, the
is made to home economics
One report indicated that as igan, the House minority leadof employing
on Wednesday, October 10, at possibility
majors on the bases of
much as $10,000 had been found er, as Agnew's successor.
8:00 a.rn. Those committee students in local offices during
scholarship, leadership and
Agnew', who has spent the
and that the money was in bank
members attending were "rush" periods, and a
personal qualities.
wrappers but the name of the last two days working on his
Tommy Rushing, chairman, questionnaire designed to
iddress in his private office
bank was not revealed.
Bank of Muvay. Mrs. Anna provide information on the
The
Associated
Press next door to the White House,
Ruth Harris, Murray Insurance performance of students w ho
reported today that the Poplar was assumed by aides to have
Agency; Macon Blankenship, have completed the business
Level Road branch of the Bank watched Nixon's telecast.
program and are employed in
Tappan; Marvin
Harris,
However, there were no inof Louisville was robbed
Calloway County Court Clerk; local businesses.
Thursday afternoon of an un- dications that he planned to
It is hoped that the comJerry Henry, Tappan; Ronnie
comment on it.
disclosed amount of money.
Christopher, attorney; James munity will feel free to call the
Lawson, vocational school school for reference purposes,
Agnew resigned his post on
John Mack Carter, a Murray director;
4005.
Wednesday, pleading no contest
J.
6
,
Mrs.
Martha a spokesman said. The innative, has relinquished his Crawford, and Mrs. Brenda structors will be happy to
to a felony charge of federal inrecommend students for
position as editor of Ladies Nix, business instructors.
come tax evasion. He was fined
L''
'"' 1"'"
7
4d41.4
possible employment and give
$10,000 and sentenced to three
Home Journal, to be succeeded
"
1 ilimaenosseesease
by Mrs. Lenore Hershey.
A resume of the activities that pertinent data and information
Mostly cloudy today wan years probation.
Mrs. Hershey, who has been had been carried out since the Im students who have applied
showers or thundershowers
In exchange, the government
executive
editor of the Journal last Advisory Committee for work, he added.
likely. Mild, with the high in agreed not 4o prosecute him on
was
presented.
since last May, joined the meeting
the upper 70s to around 80. allegations including extortion,
magazine in 1968. She will be the Statistics relative to enrollment
Cloudy tonight and cooler, with bribery and conspiracy. The
eighth editor of the 90-year old and employment of graduates
the low in the low to mid 50s. evidence against Agnew was
Journal and the second woman were outlined
Clearing Sunday and cooler, compiled in a federal investigato hold the post.
lalth a high hi thsclOse to Mid tion of -alleged kickbacks-and
It was announced by the inoorruptio in Maryland, where
70s.
'
tarter baCarna editbr-inehiet StrittarS thar-ttse-lecsttunat
MURRAY - RESIDENTS IN PRODUCT7ONL-Fonr Murray residents have featured roles in te,
.11Azonrry. rAry --4 Terrr
and board chairman last August school will be conducting the --Partly cloudy with tempera- Agnew served as a county ex- Market House Production
Hazard youths' were hated in
-Come Blow Your Rom" which opened Thursday night in Paducah
of Downe Communications, self-study
tures slightly above normal ecutive and asgovernor in the Pictured are Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Southern satisfactory condition at a local
for
Tinsley of Murry. Also in the pradae4ion from Murray is Ken Inc ,
which publishes the Association Accreditation
Monday through Wednesday. 1960s.
Thomas. Frank Gonzales, also of Murray,k the direTtor of tlic.• Neil Simon Broadway
hospital today after suffering
Conzales
hit.
is
Journal, American Home, during
Daytime highs in the mid to upthis school year. A minor injuries Friday nigHt
The allegations were set forth well known In this area for his production of Rameses that plaied at Kenlake
and the popular dinner Family
Weekly
per 70s. Nighttime lows in the in a 40-page document made theatre p productions at Kentucky
and request was made to the when a portion(*.if the bleachers
Dam Village. Evening performances are scheduled tonight and
Photoworld. He will continue in committee for possible help in
mid to upper 40s.
public by the Justice Depart- next Friday and Saturday at 8:15 p.m. A Sunday matinee is planned Oct. 14
collapsed during a football
at 2 p.m.
that position.
compiling data to be used in the game at Collins Field here.

Gov. Ford Predicts A Quick
Confirmation Of Gerald Ford
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Nixon To Send Receptive Congress
Vice Presidential Nomination Of
House Minority Leader Gerald Ford
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Member of Associated Press

WASHINGTON I AP) — UrgMg Americans to put aside old
obsessions for a new beginning,
President Nixon today sends a
receptive Democratic Congress
his vice presidential nomination
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Large Sum Of
Money Found
On Roadside

Lions Club Will
Have Auction

Agnew Schedules
Televised Address

Vocational School Advisory
Committee Meets Wednesday

"4 slio

John Mack Carter
Relinquishes Post
As Journal Editor

WEATHER
FPRECAST

Youths Injured In
Bleacher Collapse
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Latimer-Dever Vows Are Solemnized
The sanctuary of the First
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
United Methodist Church was minister of the church, perthe scene of the late summer formed the ceremony read at
wedding of Miss Sheila Dean seven o'clock in the evening.
Latimer, daughter of Mr. and The candles at the altar were
Mrs. Richard Latimer of lighted by Bob Stubblefield and
Murray, to Ross Collins Dever, Norman Lovins.
son of Mrs John Rhew and the
Farrell,
Mrs. Richard
late
Marion
Dever
of organist, presented a program
Madisonville
of nuptial music including the
traditional wedding marches.
She also accompanied the
soloist , Miss Vicki Collins, as
she sang "Theme From Love
Story,"
The Impossible
Dream," and "Thank You."
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to the
The Golden Age Club held its
monthly social meeting at the altar by her father and given in
social hall of the First United marriage by her parents. She
Methodist Church on Friday, was a vision of radiant beauty
October 5, with a potluck lun- wearing a traditional floor
length gown of misty white
cheon being served at noon.
Paul Kingins, club chaplain, organza in an "a" line
gave the invocation preceding silhouette.
the luncheon. The tables were
Topped by a high crown collar
centered with vases of roses and yoke of English net acgiven by Mrs. Lillie Outland and cented by elegant Guipure lace
in a three dimensional effect,
Mrs. Manic Parker
Following the luncheon W.O. the bodice was created with
Vaughn, club
president, long sleeves adorned with
presided at the business appliques and pale pink satin
meeting and welcomed the ribbon. Matching ribbon
guests. Mrs. Gussie Adams
defined the raised waistline.
read the minutes.
Medallion bouquets and pink
Mr. Vaughn introduced Mrs. satin, looped into lover's knot
Margaret Trevathan, librarian bows, encircled the slender
for the Calloway County Public skirt above the hemline edged
Library . She showed
two with pink and frosted by
movies: One on cancer Guipure motifs, extending to
examination entitled "Inside ornament the magnificent
Mr. Magoo" starring Jim chapel tram sweeping back in
Backus as the voice of Maga),
and one on the dangers of
smoking.

Golden Age Club
Has Luncheon Meet
At Methodist Church

r/a/RTHS4

In charge of arrangements
for the luncheon were Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Roberts, Mrs.
Mettle Parker, Mrs Meme
Mattingly, and Mrs. Madie
Vaughn.
Visitors attending were Mrs.
Artis Fuqua, Mrs. Tennessee
Outland, and Mrs. Ada Sim-

EVANS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Evans of
Hazel Route Two are the
parents of a baby boy, Brent
Gentry, weighing six pounds
fourteen ounces, both on
Saturday, October 6, at 9:20
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another son,
Randall Marshall, age 11-1. The
father is minister of the New
Providence Church of Christ.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Evans of
Scettshill, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs Howard Blew of Parsons,
Tenn.

Miss Harriet Lewis Evans Becomes Bride
Of Airman Blanchard in Church Ceremony

dramatic beauty to complete
the elegant effect.
Designed
and
made
especially for her was her
bouffant veil of gossamer silk
illusion which extended the
entire length of train from a
bonnet effect head dress of
matching Guipure lace with
pink satin ribbon bow and long
streamers at the back. Her only
jewelry was a diamond pendant, a gift of her parents.
She carried a bridal bouquet
of Chanderlier roses, pink
sweetheart roses, daisies,
baby's breath wit!" accents of
Italian pearls.

Following the ceremony a
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Bierbaum of Louisville an- reception was held at the
nounce the marriage of her church.
daughter, Miss Harriet Lewis
After the reception the couple
Evans, formerly of Murray, to left for a two weeks' wedding
Airman Steven Paul Blanchard, trip to points on the East Coast.
son of Mrs. Dennis Phelps of
Airman Blanchard was home
Louisville, and the late Jack on emergency leave due to the
Blanchard of New York.
death of his father. After the
The vows were read on honeymoon he returned to his
Sunday,September 2, in the St. base in Milden Hall, England,
Matthews United Methodist and his new wife, joined him
Church, Louisville, with Dr. there on October 1, where they
Fred Pfisterer officiating.
will reside for two years during
Attendants for the bride were his tour of duty there.
Miss Margaret Heimerdinger of
Louisville, maid of honor, Miss
Store Doughnuts
Connie Smith of Louisville, Mrs.
Store doughnuts in a ventiJ. Rick Weber and Mrs. Susan
lated container and heat beLuten, both of Atlanta, Ga., and
)re Nerving.
both sisters of the bride.

Miss Ruth Titsworth was her
maid of honor. She wore a floor
length gown of candy pink
cotton voile featuring a Victorian neckline and long tappered sleeves. The pilgrim
style layered yoke and deep
flounce ruffle at the hemline
were of white flocked organdy.
She wore a matching braided
picture hat.
The bridesmaids were Diana
Farley, Conie Lowry, Carol
Lawson, Janice Elkins, Susan
Pace, and Marilyn Simons.
They were attired in identical
gowns of the maid of honor.
They carried traditional
candle lighting bouquets of pink
roses, miniature carnations,
baby's breath, and leather leaf.
Larry Roberson served as
best man for Mr. Dever.
Groomsmen were Bob Stubblefield, Norman Lovins, Ricky
Latimer, John Rhew, Butch
McMillian, and Joe Evanko.
The groom and groomsrnen
wore pink and black tuxedoes.
Todd Owen, cousin of the
groom, was ring bearer and
carried the rings on a heartshaped satin pillow.

Mike Arledge served as best
man for the groom. The
groomsmen were Scott Phelps,
brother of the groom, Rick
Bierbaum, stepbrother, of the
bride, and J. Rick Weber of
Atlanta, Ga., brother-in-law of
the bride.

NOW ras.
reree"weeeoeve
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o'vCAMPUS
THE MOST READ BOOK ONA
IS NOW ON SCREEN!

'THE

Jerri Weatherford, cousin of
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Collins Dever
the bride, was the flower girl.
mons.
She wore a floor length dress of
the seven branched
tiered of teal blue knit.
Members attending were
and accented with pink and
candy pink cotton voile with a
candelabr
a. They knelt on the
Mrs. Ricky Latimer kept the white roses, pearlized cherube,
Paul Kingings, Otis Harrison,
pinafore of white flocked
kneeling bench after the vows register at the church.
O.C. McLemore, Miss Erin
sugared bells, swans, and stain
organdy. She carried a basket
while Miss Collins sang "The
Montgomery, Mesdames Elsie
Reception
Leaves. The tiny bride and
of pink rose petals which she
Lord's Prayer."
Following the ceremony a groom statuette was placed in
Lovett, Ruby Barnes, Meme
dropped before the altar.
For her daughter's wedding, reception was held
Mattingly, Ruby Harris, Mattie
in the Red the front of the bottom tier while
The couple exchanged their
Mrs. Latimer chose a candy Room of the Holiday
Parker, Ruby Harrell, Robbie
the top tier was topped with a
vows in front of the altar
Inn.
The bride's table, covered miniature bridal bouquet.
Harrison,Gussie Adams, Birdie
decorated with vases of mixed pink floor length silhouette
Parker, Mary Lamb, Olive
pink summer bouquets of gown of imported linen knit with peau de soie, was centered
Assisting in serving the cake,
Hagen, Mary Louise Baker,
snapdragons, roses, asters, fashioned with a portrait with a brass candelabra finger sandwiche
s, mints, nuts,
neckline.
natural
surround
waist
The
and
ed
Gladys Hale, Hildred Sharpe,
by pink roses, and
miniature carnations, daisies,
LOBSNER BOY
punch
were
Julie
Whitford,
Katie Overcast, Lillie Outland,
Mr.and Mrs. Steve Lossner of and baby's breath flanked by hemline were accented with a miniature carnations, baby's Robbie Key, and Nancy
full flounce ruffle. She wore breath.
and Floy Caldwell, Messrs and Atlanta, Ga.,announce the
birth
accessories of a matching hue. . Guests were served the four- Copeland- Ille___bags were
Madeline W.O. Vaughn, Harry of a baby boy, Paul Joseph,
bor
Vanessa
by
tiered wedding cake iced in distributed
Lopinske, Norman Klapp, on Monday,
October 8
Tracts
mother,
Mrs
groom's
Shades of pink. Each tier was Weatherford and
The
Bryan Tolley, Vernon Roberts,
Grandparents are Mr.and
floor length gown separated by Roman columns Elkins.
Rhew,
wore
a
• and Clarence Horton.
Mrs. Delbert Honchul of
(tfter the reception the couple
The next regular meeting will Murray and
Rev. and Mrs.
left for an unannounced wedbe held on Friday, November 2. Arthur Lossner
of Madisonville.
ding trip with the bride wearing
GYLEDGER&TIff
a red pant suit and the corsage
worn by her mother at the
The Baptist women of Sinking
wedding.
(6)
RRAY
Mn.J. B. Barbosa .
Open 6:45 Spring church met at the church
715-1511
7113-4114/
DRIVE
Mr. and Mrs. Dever are now
Monday night for their regular
IN ‘
c
iht
eatte
Start 7:15
residing at 1406 Poplar Street,
Royal Service program.
Murray. She graduated from
Ruth Warren, chairman, was
Murray High School and atin charge of the business
tended Murray State Universession.
sity.
Mr. Dever, a graduate of
Mary
Kathryn
Starks
Saturday, October 13
"SENTA BERGER F,COME
t(
Dorothy Group of the First Madisonville High School, is a
S
presented an interesting and
Annual newspaper drive by
Baptist Church Woinen will graduate student in the
informative program on Boy
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
Scout Troop 77 will be held
meet
with Mrs. Jerry Upton at department of psychology at
"Africa Today with emphasis this
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT
morning. Call 753-3824 to
HILARIOUS
on
ten
a.m.
with Mrs. Durwood Murray State University.
Rhodesia
Each
."
lady
CAVE WOMEN BUT
leave your name and address
REIT
Prenuptial Events
Beatty
present
in
had
part
charge of the
a
in
study.
the
S-E I
WERE AFRAID TO ASK'
for papers to be picked up.
Mr.and
Mrs. John Rhew were
CONED,
A social hour was enjoyed at
Program.
OR
hosts for a buffet rehearsal
THAT WILL
close
the
program
the
The
of
Wranglers
with
Riding
Club
NATI YOU
dinner held at the Holiday Inn.
Mildred Crawford and Mary will sponsor a Country Music
Calloway County Association The couple presented
ROLLING III
Ok
gifts to
' THE AISLE'
Turner serving delicious Show on the club grounds at 7:30 for Retarded Children will meet
their attendants. Covers were
refreshments.
p.m.
at the Mental Health Center at laid for
thirty persons.
Others present were Mary
7:30 p.m.
sew
Among the courtesies exMonday,
October
15
Belle Jones, Juanita Collins,
\I> 14
ILS
tended to the bride before her
Murray Chapter, National
Ota Kuykendall, Frances
Murray TOPS Club will meet wedding were a lingerie shower
Paschall, Hattie Lee Galloway Secretaries Association(Ingiven by Ruth Titsworth and
with a visitor, Lorene Owens. ternational), will meet at the at the Health Center at seven
Susan Pace, and a bridesmaid
University Branch of the Bank
CE"ftil
:
luncheon given by Marilyn
of Murray at 7:30 p.m. with
_
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Simons and Conk Lowry.
Mrs. Faye Wells in charge of
Mrs.
Ralph
Ballentin
Murray
e
of
Assembly
No. 19
STARRING SENTA BERGER AND SEVEN BAWDY CAVE MEN
Murray has been dismissed the program.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
from
Lourdes
wW meet at the Masonic Hall at
Hospital,
The Suburban Homemakers seven p.m.
Paducah.
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Jack Wilson, Miller
The Betty Sledd Missions
Avenue, at 7:30 p.m.
Group of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
The Music Department of the Mrs Kay Outland, 1108 CirMurray Woman's Club will carama Drive, at 7:30p.m.
meet at 7:30 p.m. with
Mesdames Charles Hoke, Rob
Ray, Glenn Wilcox, Douglas
Abbott, J.D. Rayburn, Joe
Prince, Richard Farrell, John,
MEN'S
Winter, and James Light, Jr.,
as hostesses. Note change in
.5
date.

Baptist Women Of
Sinking Spring
Church Hold Meet

Pips in Firs
To test one's love on
Halloween, throw apple seeds
into a fire and chant this
verse.
If you love me, pop and fly.
If you hate me, lie and die.
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EXPERIMENT
Harrod College_ where free,
liberatod relations between
co•ci students are encouraged!
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THEATRE

More Spice
makers?'
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Fritz The Cat"

...Heavy
, Entertainment! f';'
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A
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IHIERVY
Tr-1IFF-11C
.41

AMERICAN NITERNAPONAL

hildren's Movie Sat. 1 til 3 p.m
"SWORD & THE DRAGOrk Plus
Ch. 5 of "Manhunt on Mystery Island"
....... •

Washburn's Shoe Outlet
— Shoes For The Entire Family _
• 771

The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Brent Butterworth at one p.m.
Recovery Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
seven p.m.

yCotriee
cai
nty
o7.74era
clo

—The 'Coldwater'Homemakers
Club Will meet at the home of
Mrs. Noble Fuqua at 12:30 p.m.

g

4

Palestine United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
home of Mrs. Homer Burkeen
at ten
luncheon
will be

liv:dpotluck

CINEMA 1
10,1 Yana.

FrI I
...Mg IRMA

Tuesday, October 16
Good Shepherd
United
Methodist Church Women will
have book study and luncheon
at Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 10:30 a.m.

A

&flutes the 1,000 4-11 Members
and Lectders en- a!most successful year!

•
:•

MED SIM%

WORK
SHOES

liF1.1) OVER'

DRESS
SHOES
12"

CINEMA 2

and

One Week Only

399

HUSHPUPPIES
$500

r„
EMP
ti
NfroRTS
"
oF THE.,
Pfir 4"2-

:

NEXT WEEK! :e
SUPERINVISIBLE":::
G

411/16*

A

— You Gem Be, Ififf trittlisve ifmti

INASHBURN'S SHOE OUTLET
Hwy. 68, across from the Big Bear Camp
Road
between Briensburg and Fairdealing
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Chisholm-Dunn Engagement

She called him 'Bob'
husband Joe got upset

mony
fly a
at the
couple
wedding
Coast
• as home
e to the
After the
to his
England,
ined him
here they
s during

LA's
a ventiheat be-

love on
le seeds
nt this
and fly,
nd die

—Gourmet Corner

By TOM HOGE
AP Newsfeatures Writer
More and more Americans
are discovering that white and
rose wines provide a cooling refreshment and give a lift to
dishes they prepare at summer
picnics, barbecues and clambakes.
Well-chilled, these spritely
wines give added zest to
weekend outings. If you really
want to cool it, try a spritzer, a
couple of inches of white or rose
in a tall glass with some ice and
a twist of lemon or -lime. The
French add a dollop of C-assis, a
liqueur made from currants, to
a white Burgunday and call it
Kir.
I had a chat the other day
with Andre Crispin of Houston,
Tex., head of a large wine importing company and he offered
these suggestions for summer
wines.
Crispin agreed that both roses
and whites are good candidates
for most summer festivities
because they are light and
refreshing. An added plus
for roses is that they go as well
with red meats as with poultry
and seafood. A rose is a handy
thing to have at a picnic that
features a variety of beef,
chicken and shellfish sandwiches.
"Rose D'Alsace, a very original tasting wine, is great with
barbecues," Crispin said. "And
there is Tavel from Cotes du
Rhone, one of the most famous
of France.
"If you're at a seashore, outing, try a rose from Cotes de
Provence," Crispin went on.
"It's as much at home at Cape
Cod as it is in Cannes. Another
perfect seaside wine is EntreDeux-Mers, a dry white Bordeaux that goes well with
shellfish. Or try a- fruity white
chablis."
Also recommended was a
Macon Blanc, an elegant white
burgundy which comes from
the French region extending
from Dijon to Lyon.
White wine is an excellent aid
to cooking, whether it be meat,
fish or fowl. And speaking of
fish, the French do wonderful
things with sole, or flounder,
which is more reasonable in
Anserttez7--tarousse Gastronomiqui, the bible of French
cooMry, lists more than 140

classic recipes for this noble
fish.
One of my favorite sole dishwhich is excellent for a
summer luncheon on the patio,
is Filets de Sole Corsaire, a superb combination of the livers
of goose and other poultry plus
spice and generally, truffles.
White wine is a key ingredient
of this dish and a crackling
cold white wine should accompany it at the table. Here is the
recipe.
8 filets of sole or flounder
Salt and Paprika
1 4 cup butter
1-3rd cup chopped shallots
2 tablespoons chopped dill
2 tablespoons minced parsley
'2 cup chopped celery
1 can ( 4-ounce) pate de foie
d'oie
2 cups biscotte crumbs
French rusk)
I cup dry white wine
'4 cup melted butter.
Sprinkle fillets with salt and
paprika. Melt butter and saute
shallots until golden. Stir in
dill, parsley, celery, pate and
biscotte crumbs. Stir together.
Miss Jerry Lou Chisholm
Place four fillets on shallow
greased baking pan. Spread
Mrs. Jerry D. Chisholm of Benton announces the engagement
with stuffing mixture. Top with
and approaching marriage of her oldest daughter, Jerry Lou, to
remaining filets. Mix wine and
William Lyn Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Dunn of
butter and spoon over fish. Murray Route Five.
Bake in pre-heated moderate
Both the bride-elect and groom-elect are presently enrolled at
oven (350 degrees) for 40 minMurray State University.
utes or until fish turns white
The vows will be exchanged on Friday, December 21, at ten
and flakes easily. Remove to
o'clock in the morning at the Good Shepherd United Methodist
platter. Garnish with parsley
Church, Murray. A reception will follow the ceremony.
sprigs and lemon slices. Serve
with tartar sauce embellished
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
with finely chopped French
cornichons, Dijon mustard and
capers.
-PEAR F ACTS
Unlike some fruits, all pears
are picked and shipped green
because they develop a finer
never and cmnntha.r tpxture
when ripened off the tree

Soft WaiSfline S
Soft is the key word for
waistline this fall, in I.ne
with the general femininity
of clothes. That means the
waist is readily identifiable
but not underlined, lf belts
are to be worn, they general- -ty are skinny, marking the waist but not making an
issue of it.
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Sixty-Five New Members Initiated By The
Calloway County High School FHA Chapter

The Calloway County High Eldridge, Christi Conaway,
School Chapter of the Future Diane Choate, Debbie ChadHomemakers of America held wick, Leanne Brown, Debbie
Its September meeting and-, Brooks, Cm eziti Bury, Teesa
formal initiation of sixty-five Erwin, Jo Rene Claxton, Wanda
new members at the school.
Watkins, Sherri Thomas, Renee
.klene Paschall was in charge Thompson.
of the program on the subject,
Teresa Paschall, Cindy Dean
"Characteristics of A Good
Smith, Cindy Mills, Regina
Members."
Stephens, Cindy Rudolph,
The devotion was given by
Tammy
Outland,
Carla
Margaret Greer.
Ramsey, Ricshela Towery,
Plans were announced for the
Janet Murdock, Donna Penny,
Daddy-Date Night to be held on
Cheryl Holsapple, Sonia HenTuesday, OCtOber 30, at seven
don, Cindy Brandon, Parnele
p.m. at the Colonial House
Wilkerson, Teesa Gordon,
Smorgasbord.
Jennie Burkeen, Mary Ann
Chapter mothers chosen for
Conner, Pamela Todd, Linda
the year were Mrs. Alfred
Miller, Peggy Rogers, and Beth
Taylor, Mrs. Eugene Chaney,
Crabtree.
Mrs. A. Cassity, Mrs. Curtis
Hays, and Mrs. J.B. Burkeen.
The advisors are Mrs. Cook's Tour
Bess Kerlick and Miss Lucy
Forrest.
New members of the FHA
By NANCY COOK
chapter who were initiated are:
I spent an interesting
Shelia Bell, Sabrina Riley,
morning the last week of
Wallace,
Cindy
Nanette
Thornton, Kathy Scott, Martha September at Blair House -McCallon, Barbara Griffin, the President's guest house Pam Foster, Karen Darnell, which is a four story huff
Karen Causey, Kathie Broach, colored house at 1651 PennAvenue
in
Vanessa Stone, Sandra Stom, sylvania
Washington
Gail Smotherman, Donna
Its history is indeed
Smith, Cindy Lou Smith,
fascinating and it certainly
Melissa Schroader, LaDonne
has a tie with Kentucky'
Roberts.
Originally built in 1824 by Dr.
Candace Ramsey, Tammy
Joseph Lovell, Surgeon
Overby, Natalie Newsome, Teri General of the Army, the
Morris, Penny Moody, Linda
house was sold to Francis
McCuiston, Margaret Mc- Preston Blair in 1836. Mr.
Blair had just , come from
Callon, Felicia Housden, Pam
Harrell, Christi Hall, Sandy Kentucky to Washington to
Gray, Teresa Gibson, Debbie establish the Jackson AdFennel, Jill Falwell, Debbie ministration newspaper,"The
Globe."
Blair soon became a..,
member of the group of intimate associates of President
Jackson, known as his
"Kitchen Cabinet." The Blair
House hence became a
political as well as social
center. There is so much to
say about both the Blair House
and the Blair family. that I
think I'll save the family's
story until next month
The Blair House was
acquired by the government in
1942, I learned, at the urging of
President Roosevelt
lie
realized the need for an official guest house for visiting
dignitaries for whom the
house is maintained. This
seemed to be the perfect one
since it was diagonally across
Pennsylvania Avenue from
the White House and it had
been declared a historic
monument.
It is a "town house" built
adjoining it's neighbors, and
tias a patio resplendent with a

LIVING COLOR PORTRAIT
By..SHARP STUDIO

8X 10
only

HES
0

is not immune to cancer. Your mother is probably avoiding
the doctor because she's afraid of bad news. Stress your
love and concern for her without communicating your
fears. fP. S. If any doctors out there know of a better
solution, I'll be glad to print it. And you may remain
anonymous. I

White- and Rose Wines
Add Zest to Summer

$1.49
NO HANDLING CHARGE
limit.'
1 per subject
2 per fain/4y
Additional Subjects $3.95 1
tetitips, $149 per .person

NO All UMW

BIG-K
Murray, Ky.
SUN. & MON., OCT. 14 & 15
Sunday — 1 til 5
Monday— 10 til 6

By Abigail Van Buren

CONFIDENTIAL TO MY READERS: Don't find yourself ineligible to vote because you "forgot" to register. Call
the headquarters of your choke [political, that isl and, if
you don't know, ask where you should register. "All that is
necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do
nothing " I Edmund Burke: 17th Century I

DEAR ABBY: I am a 25-year-old mother of five boys
ranging from 7 years old, down to 20 months. I am happily
married, or at least I WAS until this unexplainable thing
happened.
About three month& ago, my husband and I were talking, and I said: "That's what you think, Bob." (His name
is Joe.1
- •
He asked me who "Bob" was, and I honestly couldn't
give him an answer. I don't know any Bob, and I don't
recall one who meant a thing to me.
I swear to you, Abby, I don't know what made me call
my husband "Bob."
He keeps bringing it up. I'm sure he thinks there must
be a "Bob" in my life. There isn't. How can I convince
him? And can you give me one good reason why I called
INNOCENT
Joe "Bob?"
DEAR INNOCENT: Bob is a very common name, and
there are lots of Bobs bobbing around on TV and radio and
in the newspaper. Don't let it bother you. With five boys
under seven, you could have unconsciously been thinking of
bibs, boobs, or babes.
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a clergyman. He does the
least amount of work he can. Some days he stays in bed
until 100 p. m. When people call for him I have to lie and
say he's "out." His laziness irritates me.
I work hard for the church, teaching Sunday school,
working with the auxiliary, and helping with study groups.
We've been married for over 30 years, and our children
are gone They seldom come home because their father is
so hard to get along with. He never converses, he lectures.
He monopolizes every conversation, contradicts everyone,
and tells me not to express any opinions in public because
I'm stupid.
I can't ask anyone for help with my problem because it
would ruin my husband's image. Besides I wouldn't want
anyone to know what kind of person he is.
I've secretly considered leaving him, but a divorced
minister would have a hard time getting another church,
and he couldn't stay here for the shame of it. [I could go to
my daughter's She knows what I'm putting up with)
Please help me.
NO IDENTIFICATION, PLEASE
DEAR NO: Clergymen have the same problems as
other men. lSo do their wives. I Don't let the illusion of his
"Image" discourage you. He needs counseling, and so do
you. Your county welfare or Family Service can offer you
excellent confidential professional help. 1 suggest you get it.
DEAR ABBY: Please help me. My mother, who is in
her middle sixties, has been ailing for five years. but she
absolutely refuses to go to a doctor. She has not had a
checkup in 20 years. Just the mention of it infuriates her.
Altho the rest of her is normal, her abdomen has become greatly enlarged, leading us to fear she could have a
tumor. She eats very little, but lately she drinks a lot. I
suspect she does this because of the pain-killing properties
in alcohol.
I have nightmares absgi ber having_ cancer, but be
says a woman her age doesn't have to worry about that.
Abby, how can we get her a doctor? She reads you
faithfully Can you help?
STUMPED IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEAR STUMPED: She is wrong. A woman "her age"

• Blair--flouselias-Ilistory•
garden and three fountains in
the rear Immediately next
door is the Blair-Lee House,
similiar in style and built by
Francis Blair for his daughter
when she married. This was
also purchased by the
government and doorways on
each floor have been opened
up so the tw6 houses can be
treated as one.
_
Blair House is filled with
many handsome pieces of
antique furniture, a marvelous silver collection including a tankard made by
Paul Revere and priceless
-portraits. It is very tastefully
and elegantly decorated in
keeping with the 19th Century
period. Many old prints and
paintings, lent by the National
Gallery
of
the
Art,
Smithsonian Institute and the
Library of Congress add to the
charm_
History continued to be
made at the Blair House after
the government purchased the
property. President and Mrs.
Truman resided here during a
renovation of the White House,
and obviously many important decisions were made
here during the years between
November 1948 and March
1952.
The house keeper, Mary
Edith Wilroy, pointed out
President Truman's bedroom
as his location during the
assasination attempt on his
life in November, 1950. We
were also shown a framed
letter from Abraham Lincoln
to Blair's son. Montgomery,
Andrew Jackson's walking
stick and other historical
items.
As we toured four bedroom

SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6 P.M. —

suites and eleven other
bedrooms, it was interesting
to note the name plates on the
doors They contained the
names of Prime Minister
Bhutto, Begum Bhutto and
their son and daughter.

Checks plus plaid, a dress plus jacket—great addition
- -toa versatile wardrobe. Don the sMf-tied jacket for A -3
1.
soft suit look; let the leather-belted dress-solo for a is
---- -lhOre Vie
a Tersiim Tif easy
g
elairCe. By Carlye -in
Trevira* Polyester knit.

Mademoiselle Shop - I
Murray, Ky.

JOHNSONS
Open Mon. thru Sat 7 a.m.-9 p.m.

Open Sunda Noon
Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only!!
1/4

Pork

Loins
Coffee
Crisco
Maxwell House

Sliced Into Chops

tb. 89'
86t

1-lb. Bag

•

3 ibs $109
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Bill To Start Overhaul Of County
Fee System Approved-By Conirmittee

GUEST EDITORIALS
Faulty Arithmetic

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—A

The Internal Revenue Service says its audits
during fiscal 1973 revealed that 74 per cent of all
returns checked had listed incorrect amounts of
tax due.
An IRS spokesman hastens to add that this does
not mean growing taxpayer dishonesty. Rather, it
reflects the fact that fewer taxpayers were audited
due to improved administration procedures.
The majority of the mistakes were in individual
returns, which should yield an additional $1.1 billion
in tax payments. Another $4 billion will come from
corporations and other taxpaying organizations.
How much will be deducted from that $5.1 billion
for the expense of all that auditing was not spelled
out. Which leads to the question: Would there be
quite so many errors by an honest, taxpaying public
if the reporting forms weren't quite so complicated.
— 'I'ulsa (Ikla.) Tribune

bill attempting to start an overhaul of the county fee system
by which county officials are
paid in Kentucky has been approved by an interim legislative subcommittee.
The bill which the county fee
system subcommittee recommended Thursday- for refiling
by its parent coriunittee would
require county officials to have
iniform budgets and accounting
procedures for the money they
take in and spend.
The bill also would set up a
county officials' compensating
board which would make recommendations on the salaries
of those officials and related
matters.
Sitting on that board would
be the state finance and administration commissioner, statelocal finance officer, three legislators, two citizens and the
heads of eight county-officer associations affected. Those associations would represent circuit
clerks, County clerks, county
judges, county attorneys, magistrates and commissioners,

*t
4:
e

Sharper Than A ...
Julie Nixon Eisenhower is going to be an
EDITOR? Now there's a kid who really knows how
to hurt a dad....----Anniston (Ala.) Star

WATERGATE

Ten Years Ago Today
Danny Kemp,son of Mr. and Mrs J.C. Kemp, was
named as winner of the District Farm Bureau Talk
Meet held at Kentucky Dan Village.
Murray Fire Chief Flavil Robertson made 4ri
appeal for residents to discontinue burning leaves
until the city has a good rain.
Clyde. Hendon, age 45, died yesterday at- the
Murray Hospital.
Mrs. Marjorie Shroat Huie of Murray gave
meeting of
highlights of her tour of Europe at the
the Janusette Delphian Club of Paris, Tenn., on
October 10.

Twenty Years Ago Today
New officers of the Young Business Men's Club
are Bob Miller, Frank Lancaster, George Weaks,
and Phil Mitchell.
William Nold McElratb,son of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
M. McF..lrath, has enrolled in the School of Theology
of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville.
Attending the meeting of the Kentucky Group of
Bank Women held October 10, and 11 at Hazard was
Mariorie S_ Huie of the Bank of Murray,
Births reported at the .Murray Hospital
from October 9 to 12 include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Joe Hale,

30 Years Ago This Week
Ninety-Siii students from Calloway County are
enrolled at Murray State College as it begins its 21st
year.
L.D. Wilson, moderator, will preside at the 74th
session of the Blood River Baptist Association to be
held October 20 and 21, at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church. Other officers are J.J. Gough, R.H. Falwell,
and J.H. Thurman.
Deaths reported are Atwell Rogers, age 61, of
Farmington, and James Lamb, age 26, of Hazel,
with the latter being killed in an automobile accident near Knoxville, Tenn.
Buren Richerson was ordained to the Baptist
ministry at the service held at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
New officers of the Calloway County Homemakers
Clubs elected at the annual day held at the Murray
Woman's Club House were Mrs. J.A. Outland, Mrs.
Pat Thompson. Mrs J.D. Wall, and Mrs. Jesse Wells
Lassiter.

Bible Thought For Today
Keep yourselves in the love of God, looking for the
mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life.—
Jude 1:21

Only a strong faith, guided by the Holy Spirit and
Jesus Christ can keep us fit for heaven

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
one reason we sometimes speak ill of the living is
that it may be the last opportunity to tell the truth
about friends and neighbors. Once they are dead,
both custom and good manners require us not to tell
how clumsy and mean they were, how tight-fisted,
how noisy or slick, but to tell how well we thought of
them, which is to say: better now than never.
"To the dead we owe only truth."
—French proverb
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running out of% water-!'
'Don't tell me.we're
.
WASTE NOT, WANT NOT

Change in habits vital
The irony is that the worldwide
capacity for food production is
great enough that no one on this
planet needs to starve. However,
aad firewood were the direct
the mechanism for producing,
product of toil. Security was
marketing and distributing foodgained only by being prudent tostuffs is not based on hunger but
day with an .eye on tomorrow.
on buying power. People in indusWhen the frontier faded and intrialized countries are affluent
dustry and mechanization began
enough to pay whatever it takes to
to transform American life, basic
sustain their eating habits — infoodstuffs became plentiful and
cluding their habits of waste. We
cheap enough to allow a certain
have now bid up grain prices so
profligacy in deciding what goes
into the pot sad what is' thrown -- high that poorer countries which
must import food, and relie agenaway. As for-Tuel and Omer, we
cies which can help them, are bebegan turning up thermostats,
ing squeezed out of the market.
driving cars and switching on appliances with little mind for the
Meanwhile our country is facing
cost, especially in terms of natuboth diplomatic and economic
ral resources.
problems because of the amount
We ascribe all this to what we
of petroleum we must import. We
call "progress" and, while we can
are now burning up 12 million barstill look forward to more of it in
rels of oil a day in one form or ancreating a good life for ourselves
other and the figure rises steadily.
and our neighbors, we have clearDeveloping new sources of fuel
ly reached a turning point in the
and energy is only part of the soway we consume food and energy.
lution. The fact is that our petroleOur farmers now are going to be
um "needs" are higher than they
feeding people in many countries
should be because of our lackabesides our own. We are going to
daisical attitude toward energy
pay dearly for the oil we must imconservation in our daily lives.
port Concern for the environment
Overflowing trash cans and
is limiting the eleatric power at
freeways jammed with one-occuour disposal. Circumstances are
demanding that we come to grips
pant cars are only two symbols of
the waste that seems to be a builtwith the fact that our living stanin feature of our way of life. Bad
dard is not only the highest in the
habits are hard to change. Now,
world but undeniably the most
wasteful.
however, with food and fuel prices
An agronomist at the University
pinching our budgets,.we have an
of Washington estimates the
economic reason to change our
habits even if the voice of conAmerican people will throw
enough food out with their garscience is not enough. It would
seem that the only question rebage next year to prevent a significant proportion of the deaths by
maining is whether we wait until
famine that are likely to occur beunpleasant economic and political
cause of drought and crop failure
circumstances force frugality
upon us.
in Africa and Asia.

"Waste not, want not" was an

adage that served earlier generations of Americans well. Food

'Ability to pay' rare
RECURRING proposals to
make the door to higher education
swing open more easily for students from low-income families
threaten to bar the door to America's middle-income students.
The nongovernment Committee
for Economic Development has
endorsed in principle an earlier
report by the Carnegie Commission of Higher Education, calling
for doubled tuition fees over a
five-year period with the burden
falling on those students with
"proportionately greater means
to pay."
_ And federal grants and loans to
individual stbdents would be authorized strictly on the basis of
family need.

, With middlvincome parents already mired in inflated living
costs and spiraling educational
fees, university and college administrators have taken up the
cause of veterans, blue-collar and
farm families and other students

struggling toward a degree with

inadequate financing.
"Families with incomes of
$20,000 or les. u-itild be seriously
hurt by this proposal," said Allan
W. Ostar, executive director of
the American Association of State
Colleges and Universities.
The increased emphasis on
higher education since World War
II demands that no qualified student be denied the opportunity to
earn a college degree. The educational path of the poor, however,
should not be paved at the expense of equally deserving students of greater, but still modest
means.
The system of federally guaranteed loans, which are repaid by
the students' from the greater
WARP, macle_possIble_by a sle.
gree, has been sharply restricted
under President Nixon's pressure
for government economies.
THE PROGRAM should be
examined as the most equitable
!ne,”s of making higher education atonable to all.

snerdfs, jailers and coroners.
The board would have to
meet at least quarterly and
prepare recommendations to
each general assembly on the
pay of county officials and such
matters as consolidating sheriff
and jailer offices and methods
of improving county accounting
systems or classifying counties.
Counties with a population of
20,000 or more would have to
have full-time treasurers who
would receive all money collected as fees, fines or forfeitures and would pay the salaries
of county officials. If some
county official did not collect
enough in fees to get the salary
allowed that office, the excess
fees of another county official
would be used for that purpose.
A county treasurer could not
be a bank official or employe
under the bill, as 55 to 60 per
cent of county treasurers now
are, said legislative staff member Susan Smith.
The state auditor's office
would have to audit the accounts of each county official
annually. Those reports would

have to be sent to the governor,
attorney general, general assembly, compensation board
and the newspaper in the area
involved.
Commonwealth's attorneys
would receive an annual salary
of $12,680 out of the state treasury, in addition to a monthly
expense allowance of up to $250
tinder the bill. Those officials
now get a maximum of $9,600 a
year from fees their office collects and a $500 monthly expense allowance from the state.
Csniunonwelath's attorneys,
county attorneys and- county
judges would have to submit
reports detailing their expenses
on state business before they
would get any state expense allowance. Now, such allowances
are given as a set amount
monthly, with no justification
required.
The allowance that jailers
would get under the bill would
be raised from $3.50 to $4 for
each prisoner. Of that, the fiscal court would have to set $2
aside for meals to feed the prisoners.

Commission Recommends Long-Range
Plan For State Corrections Program
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)—A should be torn down if the prislong-range state corrections on is used through the 1970s.
plan is needed and the New housing and treatment faEddyville cilities also should be built in
at
penitentiary
should be abandoned or over- , that event, it said.
hauled, a legislative commisThe commission said it was
sion has maintained.
"firmly convinced" that small
The, present "piecemeal, facilities such as now in use at
fragmented approach to correc- Frenchburg and at Blackburn,
tional management I is totally near Lexington, were much
undesirable," declared a legis- more successful in rehabilitatlative correctional facilities re- ing prisoners. But it said perview commission in a report manent facilities were needed
at Frenchburg to replace the
submitted Thursday.
Its report was among five mobile homes now used there.
It also called for a thorough
presented to the Legislative Restudy
of the prison farm syssearch Commission by review
commissions the LRC created tem, giving consideration to its
earlier this year to look into the efficiency, rehabilitative funcoperation of various state facil- tion and the value and possible
public need for the land inities.
Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll in- volved.
dicated the LRC would act
Recommendations made by
upon the recommendations in the Legislative Commission on
the studies, based on further State Parks and Recreational
study to be given them, at its Facilities included:
December meeting.
—To establish a state recreaThe corrections report, given tion authority that would be
by commission Chairman Rep, able to zone land around state
Terry McBrayer, D-Greenup, parks.
said that the cell blocks in the
—To have a commission be
penitentiary
at
Eddyville appointed immediately to in-

vestigate apparent pollution
problems in Fishtrap and Dewey lakes and the Cumberland
River. The commission would
be appointed by the LRC in
conjunction with the governor's
office.
—To see if the state parks
could not be used more for
educational purposes and to
help make them more accessible to handicapped persons.
Among recommendations
made by a Transportation Review Commission were proposals to:
• —Accelerate completion of
the interstate highway program
in Kentucky, using state funds
supplemented by construction
bonds, if necessary, with that
money to be paid back out of
federal funds received later.
—Coordinate efforts with other states to link up toll facilities in the various states.
—Require county governments to hold public hearings
on recommended municipal aid
highways for unincorporated
urban areas before agreements
on them are negotiated with the
state.

Carroll Says Legislators Are Pressured
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
U. Gov. Julian Carroll said
Thursday that legislators will
give "thoughtful consideration"
to recommendations from the
public sphere — as long as they
are not unduly pressured outside influence.
But he said legislators often
are influenced more by bureaucrats and administrators than
by the public stance.
"Unfortunately, the General
Assembly is still subject to executive pressure," he said.
"Most matters cannot be characterized as reflecting the majority thinking of the General
Assembly."
The lieutenant governor told
members of the Kentucky Welfare Association that he wanted
to "inform the working force of
the realities of the procedure
for solving problems in our
commonwealth," but said he
was not blaming any one individual or branch of government.
"Ideals are great — but they
are of little consequence if they
are not put into effect," Carroll
said.
Historically the Kentucky
General Assembly has depepded on the recommendations of
a single department, Carroll
said, and decisions made "reflect totally the recommendations of a given department."
He said problems faced by
the legislature today are "too
complex for any one particular
bureaucrat to draft a program
and force it upon workers who
must carry it out," and urged
members of the social services
profession to take an active
part in the legislative process.
"We have come to a time
when we must have input from
everybody ... so that they feel
part and parcel of the program
'and feel the program is workable."
Carroll said.five separate re-..
view commissions., have been
established to "go outside the
state capital and review the
workings of state government
throughout the state."
He said the commissions
would review facilities in the
areas of transportation, recree-

tion, health and corrections
"because programs are most
often implemented through facilities."
The review commissions
would bring the facts back to
the general assembly, Carroll
said, in "the hope that decisions on your requests will be
based on facts, not on prejudice."
•

Carroll told about 600 social
workers to make their views
known to legislators and to offer constructive proposals.
"You can escape involvement
in politics, but you can't escape
the consequences of not being
involved," he said.
'The time is long past when
we can afford the price of indifference .14

Funny Funny World
IN CHINA, THEY'RE LAUGHING AT ...
A newsman recently returned from Peking says that his
taxicab was held up on a country road while several ducks
waddled across. The driver just sat there. He said to the
driver. "Why don't you blow your horn?" The driver
looked at the ducks, then looked at the correspondent, then
smiled, perhaps inscrutably, and said, ';I believe they are
walking as fast as they can."
ANIMALS
Merton Goff, Bruce area farmer, is $S richer because of
a strag dog he took in last fall. The pooch had contributed
little until recently, when it scampered up the driveway
with a $5 bill in its mouth,-(The Ladysmith
News)
Port Elizabeth—A farmer in Kinkelbos district didn't
know what killed his ailing ox. He cut open the animal's
stomach and found several pairs of panty hose in plastic
wrappers. (Capte Times, Capetown, South Africa
Here's a new use for sex movies, Instead of
showOrg
them to kids to teach them the facts of life,
show them to
the monkeys. That's just what
they're doing at
Chessington Zoo near London, England. Chimps and
orangutans are to be shown TV clips of chimps
mating to
encourage them to breed. Says zoo man, Andy
know this sounds far-fetched, but it strictly aHowen: "r
scientific
experiment. Our chimps and orangutans are all
coming
up
to breeding age and we hope that
seeing the films will
direct their inclinations to reproduction."
Has anyone
checked with the U.S. Supreme Court?
Montchanin. Del. —Cato McDonald, a 5-year-old German shepherd, is a bonafide bank customer
with an acting
checking account in his own name. From his
account, the
dog belonging to Mr. and Mrs. Ellice
McDonald, Jr. pays
all veterinary bills for the three dogs, 10
indoor cats and 14
outdoor cats of the McDonald household. Cato's
signature
is a pawmark. (Wilmington News,
Delaware)
Kingsport. Tenn.—Delivering the mail, the good
newst,.
with the bad, has becortie a career for Mr.
and Mrs. Bill
Holt's dog Prince. It started when he was a
puppy, six
years..ago,and arfornpa.n.!*4.the mallet:an •ta the
eit‘,I Th
hlock each morning. Postman William Hoard
enjoyed his
company. Prince also kept the other dogs at
paw's length
as he got older and xtended his walks.
When the postrhan
got a small truck, Prince climbed aboard
to make the
rounds. At 5 o'clock Prince leaves the post
office and
heads for home. "He really puts in a long
day," says his mistress. "And when he comes back he is sure
dog tired!"
(Pt-

import Times-New, Tenn.)
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Commission Recommends
Plan For The Retarded
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)—
Mentally retarded persons
would no longer be placed in
such private facilities as nursing homes until4hey are made
more suitable, under a recommendation of a legislative commission.
A Health and Social Service
Facilities Review-Commission,
one of five such bodies set up
by the Legislative Research
Commission, made that recommendation to the LRC Thursday. The five commissions submitted their reports Thursday
on various state operations.
The LRC accepted the suggestion of its chairman, Lt.
Gov. Julian Carroll, to assign
its members to study the report
of each commission and make
further recommendations at the
December LRC meeting; the
LRC then will act on the reports, Carroll indicated. Responses will be solicited from
the state agencies involved in
the meantime.
Another recommendation of
the health and social service
review commission was that a
state agency be responsible for
implementing standards of care
for mentally retarded persons
placed in private facilities.
State Rep. William Kenton,
D-Lexingiori, who was chairman of the commission that
prepared the report, amplified
upon the role of private institutions as he presented the
report to the LRC. •
Kenton maintained that the
"gros injustice" of placing
mentally retarded persons "out

of sight and out of mind" in
state institutions was unnecessary,
That was because, he asserted, "it has been demonstrated that effective treatment for
the mentally retarded can be
accomplished in the private
sector."
"A facility in Lexington
owned by a- private corporation," he said, "has proven
that treatment as effective as
the state's programs can be
provided for one-fourth of the
capital outlay of our state programs and at a daily cost
which is 40 per cent below cost.
"Private facilities must be
encouraged to develop programs which will meet the
needs of the mentally retarded," he noted, and "private
facilities must be prohibited
from the excessive use of medications to inhibit behavior."
Kenton's commission recommended that the possibility be
explored of contracting with
private corporations to provide
management services for certain state facilities.
The commission recommended that the Outwood facility for
the retarded at Dawson Springs
be closed because it would cost
an estimated $5 million to renovate it.
It also said a study should determine how far the salaries of
professional staff at such state
facilities were behind what
such persons could get elsewhere.
And an incentive program
should be adopted to try to
draw more physicians into
state service, the report said.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR SUNDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1973
ARIES
day's fine offerings. Um the
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
mantle of the go-getter — and
You have several dandy win!
prospects in sight. Even if
results are not immediately GEMINI
forthcoming, good efforts will (May 22 to June 211
A new contact made now
make a favorable impression,
could be diverting as well as
hasten reward.
thought-provoking. In fact, you
TAURUS
should find personal relation(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Whether assisted or not, you ships in general highly
can pull some plums out of this stimulating.

CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) OC)
A good period for completing
unfinished business, starting
unusual projects and advancing
new ideas. If opposed in the
latter at first, try a different
itrategy.
LEO
t July 24 to Aug. 23)
Here is a chance to advance,
but with precisely directed
endeavor and theme. Artistry
and finesse will count heavily,
so will simple precautions. No
haste?
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
You get a splended idea for
increasing your income. Act on

SATURDAY—OCTOBER 13, 19/.1
•
s
It promptly lest you begin to novel twist, a new approach to a
Influences indicate a wider
have doubts as to its feasibility stymied project could spark scope of interests, possibly
— and drop it summarily.
fresh interest, relieve the greater activity. But take
LIBRA
monotony of details.
precautions not to overstep
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
sensible boundaries.
CAPRICORN
Routine matters may not go
as planned. A "lesser light" ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Your judgment a bit
YOU BORN TODAY: Among
may offer much needed help.
"cloudy."
be , the Llbran's finest u-sits are..
Don't underestimate his ( her! coloring Optimism may so_
your outlook, .
ability.
postpone making decisions until fair-mindedness, genercAsity5
creativity and fearlessness in
a
more
propitious
period.
SCORPIO
defending the rights of others.
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 111,
AQUARIUS
You are steadfast in your aims
Certain situations may irk, (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
and determined in your climb
but they MUST be handled —
A most fortunate day for toward success, but must be
avoid
cost,
all
and calmly. At
personal plans and ambitions. careful not to overtax yourself.
anxiety and overemotionalism. Your intuition at a peak. Don't Artistically, you are extremely
hesitate to back your hunches. versatile and could succeed as a
SAGITTARIUS
PISCES
writer, painter, musician or
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
interior decorator.
Good stellar influences. A
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Look in the section in which given regarding your duties and
your birthday comes and find responsibilities. Maintain your
what your outlook is, according balance and avoid overreacting.
to the stars.
ARIES
tri-t
YOU BORN TODAY are
IMar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Keep on the lookout for a endowed with a fine mind, a
chance to get a better work lively imagination and unusual
assignment or some fringe , technical ability; are highly
benefit Taking on an extra inventive and give an artistic
chore without being asked could touch to whatever you do. The
Libran can become an outhasten such a bonus.
standing leader, especially in
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) doii, humanitarian causes. You do
Keep on your toes now. A not hesitate to couple the good
competitive factor of which you suggestions of others with your
are unaware could be building own sensitive intuition and
up. Watch, too, for some tricky foresight, thus can be a
powerful assistant, a commaneuvering.
munity leader and organization
GEMINI
manager. You have a keen
(May 22 to June 21)
justice,
are
of
Group
activity
highly sense
favored. Stars indicate now is philosophical and versatile in
the time for you to make some the arts. Birthdate of: Paul
Reynaud, Fr. statesman;
exciting new contacts.
Virgil, Roman poet; Oscar
CANCER
Wilde, Eng. poet, dramatist,
June 22 to July 23)
Beware of "tips," the "inside novelist; John L. Sullivan,
information," always available Amer. pugilist.
but rarely worth anything. In all
matters, investigate for acNancy Spann Elected To
curacy, details, truth.
LEO
MSU Student Senate Body
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
4'ic
1Nancy Spann of Murray, a
As with Cancer, this is a
period for you to put your in- freshman at Murray State
vestigative mind to work. But, University, has been elected an
in your case, search may turn independant representative to
up some highly profitable in- the Student Senate by the
formation.
members of the Student Senate
VIRGO
for the 1973-74 school year.
TV-%
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Miss Spann, daughter of Mr
Some new insight could lead and Mrs. Joe H.Spann of 103 E
to higher achievement or bigger Dogwood, is a biology major.
profits now. A fine Mercury
perstimulates
aspect
Mrs. Spratt, Mrs. Clark
ceptiveness, intuition.
'LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) JA-1-1 To Be Course Teachers
Stellar influences now give
Mrs. Shirley Spratt, assistant
you an edge in any challenges professor in pediatric nursing at
you are likely to face — but be Murray State University, will
alert, nevertheless. You also be an instructor, along with
miscalculate Mrs. Linda Clark, in the Red
COULD
somewhere along the line.
Cross Expectant Parents Class
SCORPIO
to be held by the Department of
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Int
State
Nursing at Murray
Gains Indicated in your
University.
hesitate
Don't
status.
material
The course will start October
to confide your objectives to
22
in Room 206 of the Nursing
superiors — who should be in
Building at MS11. Classes will
receptive mood just now.
be from seven to nine p.m. and
SAGITTARIUS
will meet for six consecutive
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Try to avoid verbal or Monday nights.
emotional confrontations. If
necessary, YOU be the one to
Federal State Market News
offer compromise, but don't Service October 12, 1973
abandon high principles.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
CAPRICORN
Market Report Includes 9
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Buying
Stations
aggressive
day
for
This is a
action. Aim for your goals in a Receipts: Act. 264 Est. 1400
swift, sure manner, but don't Barrows and Gilts 25 cents
tread on sensitive toes in your higher Sows steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 42.00-42.25
forward thrust
US 1-3 100-240 lbs., 41.50-42.00
AQUARIUS
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 41.00-41.50
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) —
Persona! relationships at US 2
their most congeniaL In fad, a US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 40.50-41.00
resourceful friend may even Sows
help you to attain a long US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 36.50-37.00
cherished desire.
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 36.00-36.50
PLSCES
US
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
US 3-3 450-850 lbs., 35.00-36.00
Be ready for changes. Some US 2-3 450-850 lbs., 35.00-36.00
surprising instructions may be Boars 30.00-34.00
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MBA BASS TOURNAK

A.Good Deer
Scent Is
Valuable
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1. There bat diffeitiiett of
opinion about the effectiveness
of commercial deer scents.
Many successful deer bunters
never use them, but on the other
hand it's better to smell like a
deer ( or almost anything else)
than like a human being—at
least when you're hunting
whitetails. Apply the stuff
sparingly, however. If you don't
have the commercial deer lure
and another member of your
party has killed his deer, you
can use the real thing instead of
store-bought scent. Just rub the
scent glands of a freshly
dressed deer on your boots and
boot soles.

by Jerry Allen
•

.;II..

Ledger & Times Outdoor Editor

"Feathers
Murray Bass Club Is
Host To K.B.A.

was based on the number of live
They said it couldn't be done
fish
caught that could be
but Murray Bass Club has
lake in good
already done it. They've returned to the
organized and successfully condition. Fishermen were
carried out a checkpoint awarded 11 points per ounce for
program for bass tournaments the live fish and ten points for
during the Fall Kentucky Bass the injured or dead fish. It is no
doubt everyone wanted his fish
Association Tournament.
alive.
This unique system of
locating fish weight stations at
Almost every fish was in top
various locations along the lake condition and returned to the
had been tried but not so suc- waters to fight the angler's rod
cessfully, until now. The KBA again someday. Jim ()Wan,
tournament was the first to put KBA president, said that all
it to action in Kentucky. It went future tournaments will use the
over like a charm.
bonus point system for returThe purpose of the check nable bass.
points were to save the bass that
The day of the "Lake Rapers"
were caught during the tour- as some call Bass tournaments,
nament.
may be gone forever now as a
result of this new technique
Saturday, October 6th arid executed by Murray Bass Club
Sunday the 7th was the big day and the KBA.
of the fall KBA tournament held
at Kenlake Marina. Over 282
The Murray Bass Club has
contestants fished in the event. been in existence only a few
36
represented
These men
years, but in that short time
different bass clubs across the they have accomplished quite a •
state. This tournament, the lot, not only hosting tourlargest ever held on Kentucky naments such as this last Fall
Lake, used a totally different KBA, but with many conapproach for awards. The score servation projects.

One such conservation
project is the fish holding tanks
they're building so that all bass
brought in at local docks may
have a chance to be returned to
the lake by the angler.
Winners of the KBA were a
hardy lot, full of enthusiasm
and zeal for fishing for ole Mr
Bass. Two hard days of fishing
separated the men from the
boys.
First place went to Jim
Crowell of Lexington with 4572
points, following close with
seconds was A.J. Edwards of
Madisonville with 4320 points.
Murray's bass angler Jerry
McConnell took third with 3064
points. Hugh Massey followed
with fourth and 3010 points.
Fifth place honors went to Don
Strador of Cadiz with 2970 points
for the two days.
Chartreuse spinners took the
best catchers for the bass. Jim
O'nan summed up the fall KBA
by saying "it was the best
organized bass tournament
ever conducted on Kentucky
Lake." Maybe Mat's becanie
its hosts were members of the
Murray Bass Club.

hicamiel took third place boners with 3064 total points.
Jim Crowell took top Moors is the fall KBA with 4572 total
nits
- IINTIFT:
' 1FinTIVO 11113•11110

NBA

ATE
'

BASS TOURNAMENT
••. of Ora- 0":"Zysili

P..

3. From any vantage point or
stand, find more than one area
to watch. Deer are not always
predicatable; besides, if the
wind changes, you'll be
downwind of a different area.
Stay concealed, but clear a spot
for your feet so that you won't
snap twigs and crunch dry
leaves. Also make sure you
have room to move your rifle
and an opening through which
to aim and shoot. Be sure of
your target.

L4.1:

I !.

Trap Shoot

A.J. Edwards accepts the 2aJ phice trophey while Dubb Polk,
and Paul Maggard look 11113.

ChedBigK for.

Guns
- Iteitington-Brow ning
Winchester

tams Radiator
Giass-Co.

Shells

'The Shop With The Experience"

Remington-Federal
Winchester
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
Camping equipment Fishing equipment
Archery equipment
"I

am angkertesses lore.

gain,

2. A good substitute for the
deer lure, if you don't like its
odor, is rodinary oil of anise or
anise flavoring. Although it
doesn't smell like a deer to a
deer, it does mask human scent,
and its odor is somewhat like
that of fermenting apples,
which deer love. Drug stores
sell oil of anise, and many
supermarkets sell
anise
flavoring.

1St

Massey walked off with 4th place trephey in the fall KBA.

Bass are released to the lakes keeping

Over 500 Windshields in Stock. Complete line of
plate glass, window glass & mirrors

REPAIRS ON AL TYPES OF RADIATORS
Phone 753-5524
1107 Chestnut

The Calloway County Deer
Sportsmen Club will hold a trap
shoot October 2)and 21st at the
Calloway County fairgrounds.
The shoot begins at 10 a.m.
Saturday and continues through
the day, than on Sunday the
shoot will Weis at 1 p.m. and
continue until dart
Shells and refreshments will
be sold at the stoat and prizes
will be given. Three traps will
be available to the shooter, a
bog lesipiNb! pros and two
shorter range traps for the bird
hunter and skeet shooters.
Everyone is welcome, competition will be fair and
everyone will have a chance to
win the prize of their choice.

.4
.1

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair
6-12 Mon.-Sat
6-1 Fri. & Sat.

Airntowszso

Of Ak Sf/

HUTSON

Ainh. CHRYSLER
warroscommisnia

TAYLOR MOTORS
4th & Poplar
"West Kentucky's Transportation Center"

753-1933

Chem"
Inc. Ca
"Prompt Efficient Service Is
Our Major Business"
Your Perscriphon Carefully &
rt./her Accurately Filled

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Phone 753-1372

FISHERMEN

41P.T.10.41;,41111-111;>,
Z)-4PIPIP

Drop by and look over our selection of
Fishing Tackle and Supplies

FOR THE AL AROUND SPORTSMA

Wayne Darnell
OUTBOARD MARINE

We carry the Wilson line of
Sporting EquipInent for all sports

Johnson

If you're a hunter, ask about our selection of guns

FENTON & HODGE
205 So, 5th

753-4469
George Hodge, Owner

Cain & Treas
Motor Sales
806
753-6448
ldwater Rd
41404erte American Motors Dealertret0Qiat,

Soles
Service-Parts
Duo-Craft

Open 7 Days A Week
8 g.m.-12 p.m.

HUNTERS-FISHERMEN:
Get To Where The Action Is!

Jeep Puts You
There!
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WARD-ELK1NS
Our New Gun Department
Now Open!
All Makes Of Guns
We'll Trade For Anything!

t

TABERS BODY
SHOP INC.
t
i - -24 Hr. Wrecker Service- p
• a
T
5i

/it 4tfelki

t

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Complete Boating
753.3734
Supplies
WY. 94 E.--Murray, Ky.

1301 Chestnut

New Stock Firearms
Reloading Equipment
Fishing Equipment
— Hunting Equipment
--15="'
4
atzLimm
.
Archery Equipment

753-31344
0
4VI*
.4

Chestnut Street
Phone 753-2571

Caldwell
Vending .co.
Industrial & Institutional
Full Line Vending
Webb Caldwell, owner and op•rator
COLLEGE Farm Road
753-8859
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A TORNADO WAIL crashed in on a Murray back early in the first quarter. The Tigers put up a stiff fight, especially in a
scoreless first quarter, but fell under the weight of Tilghman's offensive might.
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Notre Dame
Meets Rice
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Winter
Maybe Nebraska's Bob Devaney was right a couple of years
ago when he said that "even
the Pope couldn't vote for
Notre Dante."
The Pope hasn't been heard
from, but some 80 area priests.
dad in their clerical "game
imiforms," will be rooting
against Notre Dame when the
ninth-ranked Fighting irish
meet Rice tonight in Houston.
"There'll be 40 of them on
each side of our bench and
we've made them sign a pledge
to root for Rice," says Coach
Al Conover, one of the game's
new breed of free spirits.
"We're going to outspiritualize
Not to be outdone, the „Notre
Dame alumni society of Houston has purchased 1,500 tickets
to the game, scheduled a pep
rally and printed ribbons.and
buttons boosting Notre Dame.
Coach Ara Parseghian is worried about the Rice team, not
the priests.
"Any team that can held
Iniusiana State to three points
in the first half at Baton Rouge
has to be respected," he says,
even though Rice eventually
lost 24-9.
The only other night game involving a member of The Associated Press Top Twenty is San
Jose State at No. 11 Arizona
State.
Friday night, 14th-ranked
Houston scored two touchdowns
in 1:41 of the third quarter-including a 95-yard kickoff return
by Larry Jefferson-to defeat
Virginia Tech 54-77.

Unitas To Warm Chargers' Bench
By HOWARD SMITH
Asiociated Press Sports Writer
Forty-year-old Johnny Unitas
hcids almost all National Football League passing records
and 22-year-old Dan Fouts
doesn't hold any.
&But when the San Diego
Chargers go on offense Sunday
against the Oakland Raiders,
it'll be Fouts on the field and
Unitas on the bench.
Chargers' Coach Harland
Svare said Friday that Unitas
"needs a rest."
The Chargers have won just
one of four games, with Unitas
completing just two of the nine
passes he threw against Pittsburgh last week.
Fouts, a third-round draft
choice out of Oregon, hit on 11
of 21 tosses for 174 yards in the
second half, racking up 21
points in the process.
Quarterbada is not the only
problem area on the San Diego
team. Offensive coach Bob
Schnelker quit this week and
was replaced by George Dickgoo, and there's grumbling in
the backfield.
Cid Edwards and Clint Jones
are slated to start at the running backs which leaves an unhappy Mike Garrett on the
sidelines.
The Raiders, 2-2, are also going with a young quarterback
.n place of a veteran. Lefthander Ken Stabler has sent
Daryle Lamonica to the sidelines, for the time being anyway. The Raiders, with Stabler
at the helm, rolled up 446 yards
in total offense against St.
Louis last week-the club's best
offensive showing since 1970.
Other games on Sunday's
schedule: Dallas at Los Angeles, Minnesota at San Francisco, Pittsburgh at Cincinnati,

Kansas City at Green Bay in
Milwaukee, Baltimore at Buffalo, Washington meets the
New York Giants in New
flaVeth Conn:, Philadelphia at
St. Louis, Detroit at New Orleans, Chicago at Atlanta, the
New York Jets visit New England and Houston welcomes
Denver.
Miami visits Cleveland in the
Monday night game.
Dallas quarterback Roger
Staubach, knocked out of Monday night's game against Washington with a leg injury, is expected to start against the undefeated Rams.
Minnesota, also 4-0, faces a
San Francisco team which lost
running backs Lary Schreiber
and Jimmy Thomas last week
with injuries.
The Steelers, the NFL's other
unbeaten club, have scored
more points and'hIlowed feStir
than anyone else in their conference. The Bengals have lost
five starters to injuries.
Scott Hunter will start behind
center for Green Bay in place
of Jim Del Gaizo. The Chiefs
have won three straight.
Baltimore's porous defense
will have to find a way to stop
Buffalo speedster O.J. Simpson,
who has gained more than 100
yards in four consecutive
games.
The Giants, shaken by the
desertion of reserve quarterback Randy Johnson, have yet
to win a game against a
George Allen team in seven
tries. A Redskin victory would
just about end any lingering
New York division-title hopes.
Philadelphia had its own
problems this week when defensive end Mel Thom bolted the
club after a run-in with an assistant coach. Tom Sullivan and

Norm Bulaich both topped 100
yards against Buffalo last week
but the Eagles lost to Buffalo
by one point anyway.
New Orleans is coming off its .
first win of the season and the
Lions are coming off their llth
straight loss to Minneseda.
Saints Coach John North was
an assistant at Detroit for eight
years..
Bob Lee gets a shot at the
starting quarterback spot in
place of Dick Shiner. The Falcons hnven't scored a touchdown in the last three games.
The New York Jets have lost
two quarterbacks and three
ballgames this year. Rookie
free agent Bill Demory will try
his luck against the Patriots
who heat Baltimore last week
for their first victory.
Denver quarterback Charley
Johnson needs 217 yards in the
air to reach the 20,000-yard
mark and hopes to do it before
the hometown folks in Houston.
The Oilers are the NFL's only
0-4 team.
The Miami-Cleveland game is
a rematch of last year's AFC
divisional playoff game, won by
the Dolphins 20-14.
NEW YORK (AP) - The
New York Knicks Friday came
to terms with Mel Davis, their
No. 1 choice in the 1973 National Basketball Association player draft, leaving Kevin Joyce of
the Golden State Warriors as
the only No. 1 pick still unsigned.
The 6-foot-6, 225-pound Davis,
who played his college ball at
St. John's, N.Y., is an outstanding jumper who finished
fourth in the nation in rebounding in each of his two varsity
seasons. He missed last year
because of a knee injury.

Third string quarterback Ed
Carney scored on a one-yard
sneak with 53 seconds remaining to give 16th-ranked Miami.
Fla. a 15-10 victory over Boston
College.
The rest of the Top Ten
schedule finds No. 1 Ohio State
at Wisconsin, No. 2 Nebraska
at No. 12 Missouri, No. 3 Alabama at Florida, Washington
State at No. 4 Southern California, No. 5 Michigan at Michigan State, No. 6 Oklahoma vs.
No. 13 Texas at Dallas. Army
at No. 7 Penn State, Georgia
Tech at No. 8 Tennessee and
No. 10 Louisiana State at Auburn.
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caught by the PTHS safety whu
prevented a certain score.
Furgerson hit tight end Eli
Alexander on a short six yarder
in the flats to spot the ball on the
Tornado 44. PTHS was then
slapped with three consecutive
penalties, one a personal foul, "f•
one called
the ••!,.:
against
protesting Tilghman Coach,
Dan Haley, and another an 7
offsides call.
Thompson got four. more
yards to place the ball on Tilghman 20 after the wave of tooting
by the officials. On a long third
and six situation, he could only
manage four as the inner wall of
the PTHS line smothered him
and practically assured the
Tornado of a shutout as there
were only four minutes
remaining.
Tilghman had 14 first downs
to MHS's eight and recorded 229
total offensive yards to the
Tiger total of 102. Furgerson
outshined Paschall in passing
as the MHS quarterback hit on
seven of 16 for a 44 per cent
completion figure compared to
PTHS's three of nine for 33 per
cent and one interception.
Furgerson gained 45 yards in
the air to Paschall's 18.
Wilson won individual rushing
honors for the game with his 92
yards in 17 carries from his
tailback position, while Tiger
fullback Thompson finished
second overall with his 58 yards
in 13 carries.
Murray High, now 3-3-1
overall, entertains Hopkinsville
at home next week in what
should be a bruiser since the
Tigers were upset last night by
lowly Caldwell County, 14-0.
Tilghman faces its roughest test
of the season next Friday when
second ranked Madisonville
comes to battle the Tornado for
the state's number one spot.

The Blue Tornado then
assembled the best offensive
drive of the evening when
Murray failed to generate. It
swirled 50 yards in eight plays,
starting at midfield, Wilson
slipped through the MHS
secondary for four quick yards
before bringing the hometown
crowd to its feet with a die-hard
13 yard struggle down to the
Murray 33 before three Tiger
defenders tore him down.
Paschall, a former Mayfield
High freshman starter before
he moved, then got three on a
ke per before sending fullback
Richard Branter for eight yards
in two trips. On a fourth and one
situation at the Murray 21,
tailback Greg Titsworth swept
his right side on a quick pitch
handoff from Paschall and
broke through the line for a
touchdown with 1:42 left in the
opening half.
Cronin then missed his only
0 29 7 0-27
boot of the contest at it sailed to Tilghman
0 0 0 0-0
the right and PTHS took a 20-0 Murray High
margin into the halftime
dressing room.
The Murray High Marching
Band performed prior to the
homecoming activities and
fsl lwr c-j'
received a standing ovation
from the packed stadium.
The Tigers managed to get to
1444
the 37 eight, 12, and 33 yard
clI'
ItQa;011-u
cs
lines of the Tornado during the
second half but never managed
to come up with the lucky
breaks needed.
Meanwhile, PTHS was still
drawing well!
Their fluid scoring drive
covered 40 yards In eight plays
.and once again started near
midfield (on the MILS 46). Two
runs of seven each by Titsworth
and Wilson were the highlights
which moved the ball to the 13
where Titsworth added his
second tally of the game with
805 remaining in the third
period .
Murray's best scoring opportunity of the game came in
period, when
the final
workhorse fullback Tony
Thompson took a Tilghman
punt on his own 31 yard line.
After being stopped for no gain
on the next play, he broke loose
for 12 big yards and was barely
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RETTrssurto I.

7
7

MURRAY

McFarland fieldeed a Suiter
kick and ran it back 42 yards,
junior tailback Willie Wilson
ripped off two yards.
Then the speedster swept his
right end and raced 19 yards for
a score with 7:41 to go in the
first half. Bobby Cronin then
boosted the first of three successfulL conversions in four
attempts for the night.
Wham! Crunch! Scoop! And
27 seconds later Tilghman had
drew another ace from the
deck!
Following the kickoff, halfback Todd Harrison made a 15
yard return to the MHS 27
where Furgerson took over first
and ten. On the very next play,
be was rushed and hit hard by
lighman's Kevin Chatellier
.did lost the ball which fullback
James Greer scooped up on the
12 yard line and skipped into the
end zone. Score: Paducah 14,
Murray 0.
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MURRAY HIGH tacklers pursue Kirk Smith in a successful end ran Friday night at
referee managed to avoid the action.
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Midwest -Southwestern Louisiana at Cincinnati. Xavier at
Southern Illinois. Western
Michigan at Toledo. Fresno
State at Wichita State.

- TICKAS
12 - HOUSTON
13 - KANSAS
- APrZONA

TO - MIAMI-OHIO

ADAMS STATE
AKRON
ALBANY-CA

Other night games.
at
Soh-UT-Chattanooga
The Citadel, Davidson at Furman. North Carolina at Kentucky, Tulsa at Memphis State,
Villanova at Tampa, William &
Mary at Vanderbilt, South
Carolina at Wake Forest.

DON CAP•

TWENTY TEAMS. OC TOSER

ORE

In the Second Ten, it's No. 15
UCLA at Stanford, Air Force at
No. 17 Colorado, No. 18 Tulane
at Duke, Kansas State It No. 19
Kansas and Ohio University at
No. 20 Miami of Ohio.

Southwest-Arkansas at Baylor, Who et themes Owistian.
Far West-New Mexico at
Adieu, Long Beach State at
Pacific, New Mexico State at
San-fnego State, Wyoming at
Utah. Lamar at Texas-El Paso.

PADUCAH, Ky.-Gambling
like a backwoods hunter, gutsy
Murray High took on awesome,
number one ranked Paducah
Tilghamn last night, won a
hand,and then bit the dust when
the Blue Tornado card sharks
pulled enough aces from their
backfield for a 27-0 homecoming
win.
Billed a near hopeless
mismatch since Tilghman had
only allowed 16 total points
scored in six previous wins this
season, the Tigers of Coach
John Hina kept the scoreboard
blank during the first canto of
play against the top team in the
Commonwealth.
It was the third straight year
a Tiger eleven failed to produce
a single point against a Blue
Tornado defense. Tilghman now
holds a massive 18-2-1 margin in
the old series between the two
schools dating back to 1925.
Ironically enough, the 874
win might actually hurt the
Blue Tornado as fast as
statewide rankings due to the
low score. The second period
was when most of the winning
hands were played as three
PTHS runners crossed the goal
line while a single score was

tacked on midway through the
third.
The Tigers won the toss and
could only manage to gain five
yards in three plays against the
sticky Tornado defense. Senior
halfback Alan Jones gained four
of those yards before MHS was
forced to punt.
With the ball on its own 42
yard line following Craig
Suiter's kick, lightning had
grabbed six yards, officials
stepped off a 15 yarder against
the hosts on a clipping penalty
and then on second and 25,
senior quarterback Kevin
Paschall had a pass stolen by
MHS's guard Tony Boone.
It then took three plays for
the Tigers to put together their
first series of the night when
quarterback Wes Furgerson hit
tight end Dean Larming on a 23
yard pass play for a first down
on the Tilghman 22. The threat
died however when the hard
pass rush put on Furgerson by
the hosts forced him to hurry.
his throw on one down and lose
his protection for a four yard
loss on another.
The two teams traded punts
then four more times until the
Blue Tornado jumped on their
frist scoring march which took
a mere six plays. After alterEddie
nating-quarterback

Jittotti
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Matlack, Holtzman
Open World Series
Nets Down Squires In ABA Action

•

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Julius Erving didn't get par• ticularly psyched up to face his
:former teammates-but it
:
1 didn't matter.
• Ervin broke loose for 38 points
'against 1 the Virginia, the
team for which he starred the
past two years,-leading the
New York Nets to a 11E-105 victory over the Squires in American Basketball Association action Friday night.
"Before the game, I just
didn't feel ready to go out and
do it,"•,said Erving, "I don't
-know why."
The Nets shook loose from
their doldrums in the third
quarter, outscoring Virginia 28.19 to more than offset a 60-56
halfthne deficit. They led by as
much as 13 in the fourth period.
Young George Gervin, a sec- ond-year forward, scored 43
points for Squires, hitting on 17
. of 34 field goal attempts.
In other- ABA games, the
Carolina Cougars nipped the Indiana Pacers 99-98, the Kentucky Colonels beat the Denver
Rockets 111-100. the Utah Stars
defeated the San Antonio Spurs
94-82, and the Memphis Tams
beat the San Diego Conquistadors 118-113.
Virginia Coach Al Bianchi observed, "We lost our poise in a
lot of critical situations, and
they didn't. That was the differ-

THOUGHT THAT
5TAeiN6 AT
CHUCK'S H005E
BE AREAL
EXPERIENCE

The 6-foot-7, 180-pound Gervin
said that despite his output
against the Nets, he didn't
think of himself as a successor
to Erving, the man they call

James Jones netted 26 points
and Willie Wise 25, leading
Utah to victory over San Antonio. The Stars broke the
game open in the final period,
pulling away from a 78-76 lead
"I can't fill DIPC'S shoes,". to win going away.
James Silas topped the losers
Gervin said. "All I'm trying to
with 16 points. Tams 118,
do is play my own feet."
Q'13.
Cougars 99, Pacers 98'....
Center Tom Owens scored a
Memphis' Johnny Neumann
career-high 41 points and scored 32 points, including 13 in
hauled in 22 rebounds to power the final period, leading the
Carolina past Indiana. Forward Tams to victory over San Diego
Billy Cunningham, who finished and spoiling Wilt Chamberlain's
with 23 points, sank a jump home debut as coach.
shot with about a minute left to
Stew Johnson paced the Q's
play for what proved to be the with 34 points.
winning margin.
Indiana had a chance to pull
In National Basketball Assoout the game, but George ciation action, Boston beat BufMcGinnis-the Pacers' high falo 118-112, Houston defeated
scorer with 28 points-missed a Cleveland 106-99, Detroit topped
Atlanta 122-105, Kansas Citylayup at the buzzer.
Colonels 111, Rockets 100
Omaha edged Chicago 88-84,
Former University of Ken- Milwaukee beat Phoenix 107-84
tucky stars Dan Issel and Louie and Seattle nipped Capital 102Dampier, making their first ap- 102.
pearances as pros at their
VIRGINIA WATER, England
school's coliseum in Lexington,
Africa's Gary
Ky., scored 27 and 25 points, re- ( AP) - South
bidding
to
win the $75,Player,
spectively, in the Colonels'
000 Piccadilly World Match
triumph over Denver.
Championship for the
Kentucky center Artis Gil- Play Golf
advanced to the fitime,
fifth
domi17
points
and
more added
and 2 victory over
with
a
3
nals
nated the boards, grabbing 27
U.S. Open champion Johnny
rebounds.
For Denver, Dave Robisch Miller today.
Player will meet Graham
had 21 points and Ralph SimpMarsh of Australia in Saturson 19. Stars 94, Spurs C.
day's 36-hole final.
I THOUGHT THE? WERE UKE
MAKBE,StU KNOW THE BEAUTIFUL
PEOPLE! HA! ALL TRE4/ EVER
DO 15 lOATCA TV !!

AND I TRII6NT TI-iSeD RAVE A
NICE GUEST COTTAGE VV. IT
LOOKS ms3RE LIKE A roe HOtKE
I EVEN RAD TO 5RARE IT
wiTH THAT RAW-LOOKING
KID 1,LATI4 TI-IE I6 NO5E!

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND ( AP) - New
York's Cinderellas, the Mets of
1973, that is, began testing their
latest jittle miracle on the Oakland A's today as the World
Series opened with a battle of
left-handers-Jun Matlack for
the "'lets and Ken Holtzman for
the A's.
"You gotta believe!" was the
slogan the Mets used to cheer
themselves from last place to
first in the final month of the
season and then past Cincinnati
in the playoffs to win the National League championship.
Even some of the A's sound
like believers. Holtzman, for
example,remembered the Mets
as no pushovers from his days
as a pitcher with the Chicago
Cuba.
"If I had to pick one club in
the National League which
gave me the most trouble, I
would have to say it was the
Mets," said the southpaw, one
of three 20-game winners on the
Oakland staff. He lost rune of
13 career decisions against New
York while with Chicago.
•"The Mets are a good ball
club with a super pitching
staff," said Reggie Jackson,
who had been quoted earlier as
putting down the New Yorkers.
"Lots of people take them lightly because of their so-so record
but if you clO, they'll knock
your head off like they did to
the Reds."
That so-so record was 82-79

1 5005€ ,rto geavy stoe
CAN'T BLAME CHOCK CALLIN6
KR IL/RAT 011C4IGHT, ME
CAN LOU,
?
"51IV!

BEATLE BAILEY

THE PHANTOM
MUSEUMS PAY A
FOR THIS OLD
STONE STUFF. PICK OUT
THE t3EST
,......_

YOU EXPECT MY FATHER
TO HELP *DU STEAL
THESE ART
TREASURES?

By BEN THOMAS .
Pittsburgh (4-0) at Cincinnati
Associated Press Sports Writer (2-2)-The Pittsburgh offense,
NEW YORK (AP)- Are the directed by Terry Bradshaw, is
Los Angeles Rams for real?
first in scoring among AFC
As the National Football teams_ The Steeler defense is
League goes into its fifth week- first in keeping the other team
end, the Rams, in a renais- from scoring. Don't count on an
sance under new Coach Chuck upset by the injury-riddled BenKnox, are one of the three gals this time. STEELERS 34,
teams still unbeaten and un- BENGALS 14.
tied.
Kansas City (3-1) at Green
Los Angeles, with a new Bay ( 2-14)=The Kansas City
quarterback in John. Had', a -Chiefs have lost to the Packers
new coaching philosophy and a in the Super Bowl and two exhihighly suspect-in preseason bition games. This is the first
estimates-pass defense, had regular season clash between
been delegated to the role of the two and Green Bay should
runnerup or lower in the reck- win this one, too. PACKERS 21,
oning of the National Football CHIEFS /7.
Conference West race.
Baltimore (1-3) at Buffalo
Instead the Rams are 4-0, (31)-If Buffalo wins this one,
have the best scoring offense in then the Bills will have won as
the NFC and one of the better many games as they did for all
defenses against scoring.
.of 1972. 0.J. Simpson might
This Sunday the Rams play even get 200-plus yards against
host to the Dallas Cowboys and the rebaldix' lg. Colts' defense.
face the severest test to date. BILLS 24, COLTS 16.
The Cowboys will be attemptWashington (3-l) vs. New
ing to rebound from their loss York Giants (1-2-i) at New
to Washington and stay alive in Haven-The Giants have never
the NFC. The oddsmakers beaten a George Allen-coached
called it a -pick-em" early in team. Now that the Redskins
the week.
have their first showdown
Before going on to this battle with the Cowboys under
week's Fearless Football Fore- their belt, there's no reason Alcast, let's pause-not for sta- len's string should be snapped
tion identification-and report REDSKINS 27, GIANTS 20.
that last week's Awing was
Philadelphia (0-3-1) at St.
much better: 10 correct, three Louis (2-2)-St. Louis won the
wrong. That makes it 36-14-2 first meeting between these two
for four weeks and a .720 aver- NFC East teams 34-23. The
age.
Cards are playing a lot better
Dallas (3-1) at Los Angeles ball than they were expected
(4-0)-The Cowboy defense to. The Eagles are doing what
played well enough to win at they usually do best, lose. CARWashington, so said Coach Tom DINALS 31, EAGLES 18.
Landry. Expect the Cowboy deDetroit (1-2-1) at New Orfense to play equally as well, leans( 14)-New Saints' Coach
but the Rams should prevail. John North was once an assistRAMS 16, COWBOYS 14.
ant at Detroit, which is really a
Minnesota (4-0) at San Fran- non sequiter since the Lions
cisco (2-2)-The Vikings have have a new coaching staff and
proven that they are for REAL. are a much better team that
Now Fran Tarkenton and com- the record indicates. And two
pany have a chance to show straight victories for New Orjust how real they are. San leans just isn't in the cards.
Francisco counters with John LIONS 31, SAINTS 21.
Brodie, but that won't be sufChicago ( 1-3) at Atlanta ( 1ficient. VIKINGS 28, 49ERS 20.
3)-Atlanta beat New Orleans
Oakland (2-2) at San Diego 62-7 and Chicago lost to New
(1-3)-Oakland must win this Orleans 21-16. Does that make
one if they are to stay in the the Falcons that much better
running in the American Con- than the Bears? Well, the oddsference West race. They makers say Atlanta by one
shouldn't have many problems point. What do they know about
against the Chargers. RAID- it? BEARS 24, FALCONS 15.
ERS 35, CHARGERS 21.
New York Jets (1-3) at New
-
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ORDINANCE NO. 3, BEING AN
and final playoff games against ORDINANCE ANNEXING TO
Cincinnati and Baltimore.
THE TOWN OF HAZEL,
KENTUCKY, CERTAIN
Tile A's are in the Series for TERRITORY ADJACENT AND
the second straight year. They CONTIGUOUS THERETO AND
beat Cincinnati in a pulsating DESCRIBING SUCH
seven-game showdown in 1972. TERRITORY BY METES AND
The Mets' only other Series ap- BOUNDS.
pearance was in 1969 when they
WHEREAS, at a regular
disposed of Baltimore in five meeting held on the 7th day of
games.
July, 1973, the Board of Trustees
"I can remember 1989 like it of the Town of Hazel, Kentucky,
was yesterday," said shortstop heard a reading of Ordinance No.
Bud Harrellson, one of 12 cur- 1, which was an Ordinance
rent Mets who played on that declaring the need, necessity,
championship team. "If we desirability and intention of the
play this Series like we played Town of Hazel, Kentucky, to
annex the territory hereinafter
that one, we'll be all right."
described, said Ordinance No. 1
defining accurately the boundaries of the territory sought to
be annexed; and
WHEREAS,at another regular
meeting held on the 18th day of
August, 1973, another reading of
said Ordinance No. 1 was heard;
and the Board of Trustees of the
Town of Hazel, Kentucky,
enacted Ordinance No. 1
hereinbefore referred to; and
England (1-3)-The fifth
WHEREAS, a full, complete
straight road game for the and correct copy of said OrJets-and 12th in a row in- dinance No. 1 was published in
cluding the exhibition season- accordance with Kentucky
because of the baseball play- Revised Statutes 81.110 and
offs. The Jets have lost two 424.130 on July 10, 1973, and July
quarterbacks and three games. 17, 1973, in the Ledger di Times
Maybe they won't lose another newspaper. The Ledger & Times
quarterback this time out, but is the daily newspaper published
they should lose another game in Murray, Kentucky, having the
and Jim Plunkett will have a largest circulation in said city;
good day for the Patriots. PA- and
TRIOTS 27, JETS 10.
WHEREAS,at least thirty days
Denver (14) at Houston (0- have transpimissince the date,L4
4)-One of these days the win- the final adoption of Ordinance
less Oilers won't be winless, No. 1;
but probably not Sunday. DenNOW, THEREFORE, BE IT
ver quarterback Charley John- ORDAINED BY THE BOARD
son, whose hometown is Hous- OF TRUSTEES OF THE TOWN
ton, needs 217 yards passing to OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY, AS
reach the 20,000-yard plateau. FOLLOWS:
He could get it in the Astrosection 1: That _thslollowing
dome. BRONCOS 27, OILERS described territory lying and
18.
being in Calloway County,
Miami (3-1) at Cleveland ( 3- Kentucky, to wit:
1)-This marks the fourth apBeginning at the intersection of
pearance for each team in the U.S. Highway 641 and the E.W
Monday night game. The Dol- Miller Road at the present north
phins have never lost in the Co- city limits of the Town of Hazel,
sell-Meredith-Gifford
Bowl. Kentucky; thence north 1500 feet
Cleveland has a 3-1 record. Bob to a point 50 feet beyond the north
Griese should keep Miami's right of way of Lavender Road;
Monday mark perfect. DOL- thence east end parallel with
PHINS 32, BROWNS 21.
Lavender Road 1700 feet to an
iron stake; thence south 1500 feet
to the present northeast city
limits of said town; thence west
1700 feet to the beginning point,
be and the same is hereby annexed to the Town of Hazel,
Kentucky. Hereafter, the said
described territory shall be and
now is a part of the Town of
Hazel, Kentucky, for any and all
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS purposes whatsoever.
Caldwell County 14, Hopkinssection 2: This ordinance shall
vile 0
take effect from and after the
Franklin-Simpson 28. Bowl- date of its final adoption by the
ing Green 18
Board of Trustees of the Town of
Harrison County 76, Estill Hazel, Kentucky.
County 0
Adopted on first reading on the
Metcalfe County 72, Barren 5th day of October, 1973.
County 20
Cy Miller, Mayor
Paris 25, Richmond Madison
Town of Hazel, Kentucky
20
Carroll County:, 34, Owen ATTEST:
Waliath -B. Milstead, Clerk
County 14
Town of Hat14 Kentucky
Russell 28, Ashland 0
DeSales 12, Iroquois 0
Jeffersontown 14, Ballard-I-Moore 7, Fairdale 6
notice
Western 24, Waggener 8
Berea 22, Georgetown 0
Bullitt Central 61, Hart CounA'rTENTION
ty 6
Young men in Murray
Christian County 28, North
Calloway County between
the ages of 21 and 35, you
Marshall 0
are invited to our Jaycees
Mayfield 14, Henderson County 8
membership night at the
Tompkinsville 61, Caverna 8
university in the Student
Union County 32, Ownesboro
Union Building. It will be
Catholic 6
held Tuesday, October 16th
at 7:00 p.m. For further
Trigg County 34, Lone Oak 13
Boone County n, Conner 0 information call Ray ThPaducah Tilghman 27, Mur- weatt 753-3630 or Steve
ray 0
Durbin 753-1966.
Bishop David 17, Trinity 7
Durrett 7, Valley 7 (tie)
Flaget 13, Manual 6
N-0-T -1-C-E
Clark County 7, Bourbon
County 6
Louisa 41, Montgomery CounPortable Welding Service
ty 0
Mount Sterling 30, Franklin
Arc Welding & Repair
County 13
Wheelright 28, Mullins 8
Bryan Station 18. Lafayette
Phone 753 1729
13
Henry Clay 21, Tates Creek
After 8:00 a.m.

'New' Rams Host
Dallas On Sunday

BLONDIE

CI
FORTUNE

but it was good enough to win right shoulder, injured in the
the National League East title. fourth game of the playoffs
It is the worst record ever car- against the Reds.
ried into a World Series by any
Both teams were set to use
team in baseball history.
left-handers in the first two
Manager Yogi Berra shrug- games here. After Matlack and
ged off his club's sorry record, Holtzman dueled today, the
pointing to health problems
Mets were scheduled to pitch
that plagued the team through- Jerry Kriosman against Vida
out the season.
Blue on Sunday.
"I'd like to take a chance all
That left the respective aces
season
with
everybody of the staffs-Tom Seaver of
healthy," said Berra.
the Mets and Jim "Catfish"
He may not have that chance Hunter of the A's-to oppose
this week. Right fielder Rusty each other in Tuesday night's
Staub, one of themost potent third game in New York. Seabats in toe Mets' lineup was a ver and Hunter were the windoubtful starter for today's ners as the Mets and A's won
opener because of a hanged-up their league titles in the fifth

r
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Worthless
leaving
Greek letter
Make beloved
Takes one's
Part
Gritty
High cards
Is borne
Collect
Musical
instruments
Crown
Lucid
Demise
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Attains
38 Raised
Deadly
39 Imitated
Wipes out
41 Hostelry
Sanallamonts 42 Music
All
as written
College
44 Cooled lava
offic leis
46 A stale
35 Forays
(abbr)

Kentucky

High School
Football Scores

NANCE

213

v.rtion

NaniP Owner
Hancock County 31, Clinton
County 14
Fieechwood 31, Dayton 0
Corbin 72, Whitley County 0
Frankfort 28. Rowan County 0
ADVERTLSING
Henry County 34, Trimble
DEADLINES
County 15
/ All display ads,
Ludlow 34, Maysfield 22
classified
Pineville 34, Laurel County 7 display
and
regular
Simon Kenton 77, Erlanger t
display, must be submitted
.- 12 mon;the flayleiore
Samaria-4k Jestamine Counpublication.
Aff reader
classifieds
must be submitted by
Washington County 47, Casey
4
County 6
.m. the day before
Elizabethtown 37, Shelby.
blication.
•
County 6
•••••••••41••••
--
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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t a regular
the 7th day of
ird of Trustees
tzel, Kentucky,
Ordinance No.
an Ordinance
ed, necessity,
itention of the
Kentucky, to
ry hereinafter
rclinance No. 1
ay the bounitory sought to

mother regular
the 18th day of
:her reading of
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Ted to; and
full, complete
v of said Ors published in
th Kentucky
s 81.110 and
1973, and July
Age!
. & Times
edger & Times
aper published
having the
In said city;

Sell it With A Classified Ad:31'916
6. Help Wanted

2. Notice
Don't read this unless you're
looking for a mobile home with
igh quality and low cost If you
are, then start looking at
Bill's Mobile Homes
Highway 641 South
in
Murray,
and
3900 Clarks River Road
in Paducah
VA and bank financing
available
Call collect for information
75373 Murray
or
443 6150 Paducah

15. Articles-For Sale

TO SELL or buy Watkins
Products. Phone 753-5550.
WANTED: LADY with
experience in bookkeeping
and sales experience to
work in, T.V. and stereo
store.
Write, sending experience
and resume to:
P.O. Box 324
Murray, Ky. 42971

151:11111111111111.1

SO. Campers

43. Rea1.440.,,,

MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on
all 1973 recreational vehicles. ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
TFC
Example: 27' Fifth Wheel Phone Paris,642-65517
Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained TIMBER-LODGE on 'fenn$4,330. 20' MotorHome, 6 sleeper,
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
Chevrolet chassis, self contained
Tennessee, will build complete
17,836. These are just two of the
;fireplaces, starting at only
many units that must go. No
1695.00. Selection of stones
trade ins at these low, low prices.
DE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of Sale starts Friday September 28. available. Satisfaction
Murray, for your new home or Open 7 days a week through guaranteed. Phone 901-5933534.
mobile home. Call owner 753- October.
023C Murphy's Camper Sales & Ser0774.
WILL DO trash and brush
vice "Your complete RV
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
Headquarters"
SHORES-Large
Hwy 62 east,
KENIANA
TFC
753-6130.
wooded lots for $25 down & $25 Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky.
per month-All utilities including ,365-5082.
October29C FURNITURE stripping (3 a 8
water-Lake access-All weather
foot Vats) and complete chair
streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 436- FALL CLEARANCE sale on all caneing service. The Olde Shoppe
campers
in stock at Arrowhead
October 27C
2473.
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753Camper Sales in Mayfield,
'8240.
November 6€
Kentucky. Phone 489-2303, 2476289 or 247-8187 for more inASPHALT Driveways, and
formation or for appointment.
parking lots sealed, professional
BEAUTIFUL,
WOODED
building site overlooking golf
course 150 a 250, reasonable.
Phone 753-0509.

YARD SALE, October 12 and 13,
503 Elm Street from 8:00 till 6:00.
Porch swing, new and used
clothing, shoes, dishes and odds
and ends.

.Lots For Sale

CLOTHES,SI7F 10 and 12. Pant
suits, slacks, sweaters, etc. All in
good condition. Will sell cheap to
get rid of. Phone 753-2746.

I YARD SALE (3 family),
GROCERY STOCK clerk wanted
..., October 13, 8:00
saturday,
am.full time. Present employees are
5:00 p.m., 105 South 14th Street.
informed of this ad. Reply to Box
Household items and clothing.
32-V, Murray Kentucky.
We wish to express our sincere
thanks and appreciation for the
THE FULLER Brush Company KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
many acts of kindness and exneeds a dealer in Murray and variety of pistols. Buy now while
pressions of sympathy shown us
Calloway County. Must have car you can still get them at
in the passing of our loved one,
and phone. Phone Paducah, Ky. reasonable prices. Country Boy
Ernest Mayfield.
442-2450 between 7:30 and 9:30 Stores, the pistol people, 9 miles
A special thanks to Dr.
p.m. or write Thomas W. Settle, from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
Quertermous, and the nurses in
223 Cedar Lane, Paducah, Ky. and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
"TRUE? OF COURSE,ITS TRUE. I WAS 04 THE
80 ACRE Farm with good frame
finishing. Estimates freely
the cardiac room who worked so
42001
p.m.
'MEN5 ROOM WHEW THE RUMOR WAS STARTED."
house, 10 miles west of Murray.
given. Phone collect 247faithfully. We are so grateful to
Phone 435-4311 or 435-4591,
2423.
November 6P
Bro. Witherington for his
FOR ALL Your additions.
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and
presence and comforting words,
remodeling,
residential
or
CONSTRUCTIONCEMENT
treated fence posts. Murray
to the organist and the
commercial. New or old. Free porches, patios, driveways and
NEW MOBILE home, two
pallbearers for their kind ser- 641 CLUB, Puryear, Tennessee. Lumber Company, 104 Maple
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC garages. 20 years experience.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest bedroom, all electric carpeted
vice, we thank you. We shall Great business. Phone 247-9931 Street.
Phone Lee Childress, 753Control, phone 753-3914 193 South $50.00 deposit, $125.00 month, JUST WHAT you've been looking
never forget the untiring, after 4:00 p.m. Phone Paris 642KENMORE 4 CYCLE dish- 13th Street, "Every day you water furnished. Phone 753-2377.
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. 6170.
017P
courteous and efficient service 6328 or 642-2541.
for Three bedroom brick home
washer, white, used six months delay lets bugs
and
Plumbing-electrical-roofing
have their,
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
with carpet throughout and tile
$150.00. Call 753-9336.
way."
TFC 12' x 60"TRAILER, three miles bath. Plenty large oak trees in carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or SEAMLF-CS GUTTERS. Baked
Home. To the many friends, HAVE YOUR own business
now!
TFC on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
from Murray, $110.00 per month. yard area plus five acres fenced 753-7625 nights.
neighbors and relatives we thank No financial risk. Great
potential
Water
furnished.
Phone
years. For free detailed estimate
753-7827.
In, including a three bay stable.
you for the beautiful flowers, working part time. Phone 753- LARGE QUANTITY of birch
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. phone Atkins Gutter Service,
cabinet doors and drawers, 75 FOR THE best in pest control
bountiful food, cards and 1470.
Also
one
16'
a
40'
block
building
October 17C
Having trouble getting those odd Murray, 753-8407 or 753-8992.
vents each. May be seen at 1600 service and termite control call MOBILE HOME
prayers. May God bless each of
for rent, two with hot and cold running water, jobs done? Free
estimate. No job
Superior Exterminating Com- bedrooms,
plus
two
you in a special way is our prayer DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to Keenland.
other
storage
buildings.
10' x 50'. Water4furto small. Phone 753WILL DO baby-sitting in my
pany. 753-7266.
for you.
Only
24
,
1
miles
from
downtown.
service "Walt Disney Products"
nished. About three miles from
0605.
October24C
home,
7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Exaccounts: High earnings! income
Family of Ernest Mayfield.
Shown
and
priced
by
apMurray. Phone 753-3680 days or
2-Party Carport Sale
perienced. Reasonable rates.
pointment only. Phone 753-8500
over $1,000 per month possible!
753-e84 after 6 00 p m
CERAMIC TILE repair work. Phone 753-6737.
after 6:00 p.m.
Lots of nice women's
Inventory necessary $3,300 to
Repair or remodeling, also
FROM wall to wall, no soil at' all,
clothes
sizes
12-16.
start! Call collect Mr. Penn (214)
BUILDING,
on carpets cleaned with Blue
Maternity clothes size 13.
LOST ANTIQUE wagon seat 2,43_1981.
BY OWNER two bedroom house shower doors and tub enclosures. GARAGE
016P
November 10C aluminum, siding, carports and
Boys clothes sizes 12-16.
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
between South 16th Street and
on one acre of land, on 16th Call 474-2263.
additions. Now is the time to
11. Kwik-Pik Market, Five 200 TO 300 acres of land for corn Street, just north of 121 bypass.
Several coats. Lots of
South 9th Street. If found phone WILL SELL or lease service
or beans. Preferably on north and Phone 753-7274.
JERRY'S REFINISHING & build. Call collect Mayfield, 247Points.
goodies form the attic.
013C
753-5719.
station and repair shop in
013C
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles 7672.
west side of Murray. Phone 492Don't miss this sale 1
Coldwater. Phone 489-2213.
-South of Murra on H
8613 after 5:00 p.m.
mile south of Kirksey on
BASS
BOAT,
-1,711
yellow,
16'
I
YOU'LL
LIKE
this
three
FOUND ROD and reel and life
Jerry McCoy, owner. (5(e) 492- SIGNS PAINTED.Phone 436-2107
Highway 299. Watch for
Fabuglass, hi-rise seats, coast
preserver, at Patterson Landing
bedroom, two bath, brick with
TFC after 5:00 p.m.
sign in the yard. Monday,
guard equipped, heavy duty foot
Describe and pay for ad. Phone
Azealeas, hollys, trees, fenced ,8837•
Tuesday, and Wednesday,
control, Pfluger trolling motor,65
Fulton 472-1463.
yard, large patio, carpeted, built
stripping (3 x 8 SCARBOROUGH PLUMING &
from 10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
H.P. Mercury motor with power NICE EFFICIENCY aparlinfill In dishwasher, central heat and FURNITURE
foot Vats) and complete chair Electric Complete pump repair
trim, heavy duty, Roco trailer, 6 for one or two students, acrois air. Call 7534416.
Phone 489-2573,
caning service. The Olde Shoppe service. Let us check your old
months old. Phone 753-7553. 015C street from MSU campus.
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753- pump for you before you buy a
Private parking. Available now. GOOD FIVE room frame home, 8240.
November 6C new one. 24 hour emergency
BATTERIES
$8.95
for
to
$14.95.
Any
NIGHT CLERK wanted
Phone 753-4342 or after 5 p.m.- located at 307 Irvan Street, nice
Immediate Opening Available SMALL AIR compressor, Wayne, car,
service. Phone 753discount to dealers. Atomic 753-4978.
motel. Switchboard experience
30 gallons. Antique display case,
shady lot. Only $6,400.00.
•
October30C
Batteries, 401 North 4th. Murray
helpful, but not necessary. Must
Possession with deed. Galloway •TIMBEff-LODGE of Tenn- 5543.
Must be able to assume 9' x 33". One floor jack-battery 753-8572.
1Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
November 5C
be bondable. Send resume to P.O. complete 'respo'nsibility, charger, 6 or 12 volt, 2 PortaInsurance
&
Realty,
phone
753APARTMENTS-ONE and two
Tennessee will do your stone CATERPILLAR 877 loader, tree
Box 998, Paris, Tennessee. 017C
energetic, enthusiastic and powers and Kansas chain lack.
bedrooms. Also two bedroom 5842.
work. Large selections of stone; pushing, fence row, stumps and'
LOFT PILE,free from soil is the
Phone
753-8346.
with a desire to push ahead.
trailers. Inquire at 506 Pine TWO BEDROOM home with air Phone 901-593-3634
'ITC tches,etc. Phone 753carpet cleaned with Blue Lustre.
years
three
with
DRIVERS
and
Preferrably over 21
Street.
i9807.
SEMI
conditioner, large living room,
Rent
electric
October 19C
shampooer
$1.
Big
Must
states.
experience to run 15
married but not necessary. No DRESDEN PLATE quilt, quilted
nice kitchen with cabinets and B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete
K,
Belaire
Shopping
Center.
013C
have 6 months experience on experience required, we will by the Murray Calloway County
basements, foundations, patios, -DOZER SERVICE D-6 caterFURNISHED APARTMENT, built-in Tappen range. House
steel or machinery. Call Ace train. $8,000 - $10,500 starting Senior Citizens. Price 175.00.
October
carpeted throughout with new sidewalks, driveways, retaining pillar. Phone 753-9917.
Rigging,
one
bedroom,
air
conditioned.
&
plan, Phone 753-0929.
TO SEL or buy Watkins
Bonus
salary.
Doran Hauling
walls, etc. Septic tank in- 19C
carpets,
paneled
unitlity
room,
Kentucky
miles out on 121. Couple or single
Products. Phone 753-5550
hospitalization, paid vacations
Company, Mayfield,
stallations, 437-4734 or 437lmy. Phone 753-3139 or 7534064. everything in new condition.
october23c LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
offered_
502-345-2786 after 5:00 p.m.
4765.
5" TRAIL finder top for long bedl
Phone 753-8667 after 5 p.m.
October 18C Contact:
gravel. Phone 474Chevrolet pickup, used one
HAPPY TRAIL
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
2713•
Mr. Daily in person
October29C
season, $40.00. 20-900 x 20 used
FURNITURE
STRIPPING
&
es:
CAMPER SALES
WANTED SOMEONE to take
$140.00. Unfurnished $120.00.
1 - 4 p.m. daily
truck tires, most need repair.
Antiques,
The
Barn,
5
miles
803 ,E. 12th,
over large electric shop. Should
Located at Embassy Apart- 1972
Ky
No phone calls please
Suited for farm use. $40.00 for all. P,ck Up Topper Benton,
YAMAHA 650 motorcycle West of Murray on Hwy. 94. Dan ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
Selection
73
ments.
be able to perate lathes and other
Available
now.
Phone
753Burger Chef
Custom building and remodeling.
Star Craft, Cavalier and yen
Phone 753-7114.
Phone 753-6319.
McDaniel, owner. 7534331.
equipment. No motor winding
ture Pop Up Trailers
November 3€
1304 W. Main
Houses trimmed-formica tops
7499.
November
6C
527-1500.
experience needed. Right person
Murray, Ky. or
and
doors-Quality
work1968
HONDA
125
Scrambler.
should be able to earn $8,000.00 to
718 Paris Road
tank' manship. Phone 753-0790.
septic
TFC
ESTIMATE
on
FREE
Excellent condition. Phone 753$10,000.00 per year. Write Box 567
Mayfield, Ky.
FALL FENCE sale, now through
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
9926
anytime.
handwriting,
Murray,
in own
119111111•11•11111111=11111 G.E. RECORD player and stereo November 26. For free estimate
McCUISTION'S HOT tamales
TWO BEDROOM furnished
Kentucky.
sale. Lay away for Christmas Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753- cottage at Panorama Shores.
'BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, will be sold 7 days a week. Phone
2310.
now. Model V-211, Regular
also bank gravel, fill dirt and 753-3592.
Phone 753-5513
40 HOUR week, above minimum 11111111111111111.$18.95-sale price $16.88. Model
topsoil Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
wage salary, fast advancement INSURANCE!! HOMEOWN- V-639, Regular $34.95-sale price
VOLKSWAGEN
BUS-1970, or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC GUTTERING BY Sears. Sean,
./TWO BEDROOM house, fur- 11975.00. Phone 753-7295 after 5:00
with world's largest shoe ERS, farmowners, mobile $24.88. Model V-936, Regular ' '''----seamless gutters, installed.per
discount company. Must be homes, automobiles, low rates, $55.95--sale price $44.88. Model A BUSINESS without a sign is a nished, on lake. $75.00 per month. p.m.
015C CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY your specifications. Call Larry
Phone
753-4055
or
753-6846.
willing to relocate. See Mr. .excellent claim service. See us V-946, Regular $59.05-sale price tsign of no business. Hanna Sign
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Terhune in shoe Department of before you buy. Galloway In- $47.88. Model T-361, Regular' Company,753-8346.
CHEVROLET CAPRICE-1967, Master 489-2504.
TFC
TFC estimate.
TFC
Big K.
four door hardtop, air, all power
surance & Realty, phone 753$79.95-sale price $59.88. Roby
radio, vinyl top, Phone 753-6235
5842.
October25C Sales, Highway 68, Benton, MARBLE-THORNTON Tile &
FULL TIME clean up man
015C
November2C Marble, manufacturers of 3 BEDROOM house, unfurnished. after 5:30 p.m.
Kentucky.
NOTICE
needed. Apply in person to
marble for vanity tops wall 175.00 per month. In Coldwater.
The Murray Lions Club will hold its seventh annual
Murray Datsun, Inc., South 12th
OLD BEDROOM suite; treadle panels and showers. 612 South 9th For information phone 489-2637. CHEVROLET VAN-1965. Phone
Radio Auction on Tuesday and Wednesday night, Oc753-3680 days or 753-0784 after
Street.
sewing machine; two TV sets. Street. Phone 753-5719.
WANT TO BUY 60 acres or more
tober 23 and 24,from W.N.B.S. at 6:30p.m.
6:00
p.m.
Call 753-0500.
of tillable land with or without
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED, one
If you would like to donate any item to be auctioned and
house. Phone 762-2557.
day per week in my home.
iHAMPSHIRE BOARS and gilts, I HAVE access to 2-1974 new
you have not been contacted by a member of the Lions
USED RCA Television, 135.00.
Corvettes, red with black inReferences required. Phone 753Club, please call 753-6775. Items donated will be sold to the
WANT TO BUY self supporting Phone 489.2475 after 5:30 p.m. FACTORY AM-FM car radio for Call 753-1348 or 753-9390.
terior, T-Top, loaded. Phone 753,3740 after 3:00 p.m.
highest bidder and your donation will be acknowledged on
T.V. tower. Phone 753-5319.
G.M. products. Phone 753-5942 EXTRA NICE
registered angus 7139 or 753-7832.
the radio.
after 3:30p.m.
015P bull. Phone Fancy Farm 623-8237
You may donate as an individual, a business, or a group
WANTED SALES persons for
CAMARO-1967, 327 automatic,
or 527-7879.
WANT TO BUY good used 500
to support the projects of the Murray Lions Club;black
with
red
local retail store for part time
interior.
$850.00
MASSEY-FERGUSON
gallon butane gas tank. Phone 304
The money from this auction project will help start and
Phone 753-3336 after 5:09 p.m.
and full time work. Sales excombine. Call 753-5742.
498-8588.
equip a blood bank at the Murray-Calloway County
perience, preferred. Send the
MOBILE HOME-1973 Colony
Hospital.
following:'Name, address, phone
House, 12' x 65', two bedrooms, REGISTERED SILVER poodle 1962 FORD Van, good condition.
number, age, experience,
Can be seen at 106 South 10th.
gas, carpeted throughout and air stud service. Phone 753.6069.
marital status, answer in own
conditioned. Phone 753-2300.
4andwrfting to P.O. Box 264-G,
GAUGE
model
1100
-FREEZE-Admiral. 12
DEEP
1967 CHEVROLET, six cylinder
WANTED
BLACK
AKC
Remington vent rib automatic
Muni* Kentucky 42071.
Good condition. Reasonably
'
.
manual shift, good cheap tran
1973, 12' x 65' mobile home, two
terrier
registered Scottish male
shotgun. Like new. Priced to sell.
priced. Phone 753-5493.
large bedrooms, washer and to breed with female of same. sportation. Call 753-2956,
Phone 753-3590.
CONCERNED ABOUT your
dryer, Gas Heat, and central air. Phone 753-6213 or 753-4875 after
child's progress in school? Earn
OLDSMOBILE-1968 Cutlass,
DRYER-Kerunore,
series
GAS
EcluitY and take over payments. 5:00 p.m.
Aim
imbi
kat
your own set of the World Book
air, brakes, steering, vinyl roof
Call 527-1320 after 4:30 p.m.
Encyclopedias, designed to aid 700, avocado green. Three year,
11,000.00. Phone 489-2613 after
all students. We train you in old. $90.00. Phone 753-9968
DACHSHUND-AKC registered
8 x 38' COZY Coach trailer, all puppies, reasonable. Phone 502- 6:00 p.m.
EXPERT GUITAR
selling world books, highly
INSTRUCTION
enbook
electric. Nice for lake lot. 683-0638. Harold Sosh, 2609 South
WORLD
recommended, largest selling 1973
Beginners and advanced
condition,
$1,000.00.
Also 1967 Yamaha, York, Owensboro, Ky.
cyclopedia-excellent
finest
part
Ky's
or
one
of
full
Study
with
encyclopedias. Work
MAVERICK-1973, two door, six
$225.00-10
used.
$100.00.
753-5273 days. ask
before
scheduling
Phone
never
Now
teachers
time for generous commission.
limited enrollment Call Ed
cylinder, automatic, tranprice.
for Sammy Kimbro or nights
Write Mgr., P.O. Box 438, percent off original retail
Monroe between Sand 7 P.M.
ONE FEMALE blonde cocker smission, 8,500 actual miles
phone 436-6883.
Phone 753-7632 anytime.
Phone 7534092
Princeton, Ky. 42445.
spaniel puppy. Phone 435-4871. $2350.00. Phone 474-2257.
SPINET PIANO, $300.00_ Phone 1971 TORNADO house trailer,
753-5523 after 300 p.m.
015C gas, two bedrooms, 12' x 52',
•••••••••••••••••••
13500.00. Good condition. Phone
MUSIC LESSONS, band in- 437-4788 or 437-4195.
• b.
struments, Nam"; guitair, Ye. oroo
,
rror
r
12-'-a-30'
---a.neerirdiea
SO'-v SW-Metal- Building *ft lot 80t
-Iversen
beginner violin. Phone 753'
t
h--Guitar
office, 1 restroom - finished, 1 unfinished, 3
,1470.
NovernberIC
''''
sibes•••••••••••••••
7-----Trumpet
•
overhead doors, ample parking. Perfect for most •
TWO BEDROOM air conditioned
*
Clean
nallialfihome,
any buisness. Just a few feet from 4th Street. •
court.
Professional Teachers for all Instruments
snail
TUNING-repair
PIANO
rebuilding. Prompt. expert ser surroundings. One person $60.00
Street being paved now. Possession 90 days.
.vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben month, two people 170.00 month.
W. -Dyer, Murray, Kentucky Lakeway Court. Phone 7534218
TR__ after 5:03 p.m.
Phone 753-8911.
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I am.

:
:No Under New Management

SING
VES

, classified
regular
submitted
'ay before

:Stanley It Betty Henry:
..76.......
eriy
• . ii;., .n.4
..•
•
•
• Paul & Margie Garland
•
•

MUSIC LESSONS

.•
• .
._
5, a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Thurs. . :
: 5 a.m..-9 p.'ill;-Sat;Sifir

By Owner,

29. Mobile Home Rentals

lassIffeds
tted by 4
r before

Breakfast Special *

J6B MUSIC CENTER

••••
11
‘

Dixieland -753-7575- Murray

Call 753-4857 or 753-7244
ii

,
:

:Ham & Biscuit Sandwich:
,
••••••••• 25.4 1100••••••
„_
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MSU Summer Session In Mexico
To Offer First-Hand Experience
Mrs. Omie Jones,
77, Dies Friday
Mrs. Ornie Jones, age 77, died
Friday afternoon at 1:50 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Mrs. Jones is survived
by her husband, Robert Less
Jones, 1625 Olive St.
Other survivors include a son,
Talmadge P. Jones of Eddyville; three sisters, Mrs.
Willie ( Clyde) Wrather, Rt. 7,
Murray; Mrs. Horley (Ruby)
Craig, Hazel; and Mrs. Hafford
(Novie) Orr, Hazel Park, Mich.
She is also survived by two
grandchildren, Joe F. and
Karen L. Jones.
Mrs. Jones was a member of
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church. She
was born in Calloway County on
September 11, 1896.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements
which are incomplete at this
time. Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m. today
(Saturday).

Dr. David C. Roos
Gives Sermon Topic
For Sunday Morning
"No Proper Garment" will be
the subject of the sermon by Dr.
David C. Roos at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Supday, October 14,
at the First Christian Church.
His scripture will be from
Matthew 22: 1-14.
Guest soloist will be John
Galloway from Paducah First
Christian and father of the
Gary
organist,
church
Galloway, who will sing "The
Pendant" by Van DeWater.
Leonard Whitmer will direct the
choir.
M.C. Ellis will be the worship
leader and Linda Apperson will
be the candle lighter. Elders
serving will be Dr. Tames C.
Hart and Dr. Preston Holland.
Deaconesses and deacons will
be Henry Fulton, Mrs. 0.8.
Boone, Jr., Miss Rebecca
Dublin, B.D. Hall, Doon McCord, Coleman McKeel, Dr.
William Seale, Ken Sinclair,
and Fred Wefts. Greeters will
be Mr. and Mrs. Frank Roberts
and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Scott.
The Parents and Youth
session will be held at the
church on Sunday at five p.m.
Men's
Christian
The
Fellowshlri will meet Wednesday at six p.m. with Rev.
Charles Moffett, minister of the
First Presbyterian Chfirch, as
speaker.
Announcement has been
made of the garage sale to be
held by Group I of the CWF at
the Walt Apperson garage, 1511
Chaucer, on Saturday, October
20

The Israelis reported that
they encountered massive Iraqi
reinforcernents on the Syrian
front lines. Israel speculated
the Iraqis were being used to
replace Syrian soldiers who
have been pulled back toward
Damascus. The Israelis said
Iraqi warplanes also were in
action.

Murray State University's kitchen facilities and study and
new Latin American Summer lounge areas.
The Murray students will
Session for 1974 in Merida,
Mexico, offers students a first- enroll at the university here at
hand learning experience in a the start of the 1974 summer
foreign country, members of term. On June 10, they will
the Murray Rotary Club were register and meet the students
told Thursday.
participating in the program as
Open to both undergraduate well as the faculty.
and graduate students, the
eightweek session will be made
up
of approximately 50
students, 25 of whom already
have signed up, Dr. Riley
Venza, chairman of the
Department of History at
Murkay State, told the
Rotarians.
A self-supporting program,
the session will utilize Murray
State faculty members with
tuition, room, board, travel to
and from Merida, and field
trips experienced in connection
with curriculum to be between
$750 per student,
$650 and
depending upon the final
enrollment, Dr. Venza said.
In Merida, a town of some
250,000 population 650 miles east
of Mexico City, the Murray
students will use the facilities of
Colegto Peninsular, a former
convent and used by other
and
colleges
American
universities during the fall and
spring for similar programs, he
pointed out.
These facilities include a
cafeteria, swimming pool,
outdoor-covered athletic
complex, dormitory,
classrooms, library, student

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Moffett
"Programed
To
Be
Miserable," will be the sermon
topic for this Sunday by Rev.
Church Moffett of the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets.
The scripture readings for the
morning will be Numbers 11:2430 and Luke 15:20-32.
The public is invited to attend
church school classes at 9:30
a.m.,and the service of worship
at 10:45 a.m A nursery is
provided

Bro. John Dale To
Preach On Sunday
Bro. John Dale, minister of
the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ, will speak on the
subject, "The Language of
Victory," at the 10:40 a.m.
services on Sunday, October 14,
at the church.
The scripture reading from
Corinthians 15:57-58 will be by
Randy Chapman. Prayers will
be led by Josiah Darnall and
Willie Frances.
"The Language of Defeat"
will be the subject of the sermon
for the six p.m. services with
the scripture from Numbers
13:31-3.1 to be read by Bob
LaMastus. Earl Nanny and
Gene Hill will lead in prayers.
'Ed Thomas will make the
announcements and Josiah
Darnall will direct the song
service.
Bible study will be held at 9:40
a.m. on Sunday.

ladies Goff Awards
Night Dinner Planned
The women of the Murray
Country Club will have its ladies
golf awards night dinner at the
club on Wednesday, October 17,
at 6:30 p.m.
This will be a potluck dinner
with the meat, dessert, and
bread furnished Reservations
should be made by Tuesday by
calling Euldene Robinson or
Sue Morris.
- •
Murray Chapter, National
Secretaries Association (reternational ), will meet Monday,
October 15, at 7:30 p.m. at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray. Mrs. Faye Wells will
be in charge of the program.

The next two days will be
spent in orientation and Anita]
class meetings. On June 13, the
group will go by bus, to Memphis,from which they will fly to
New Orleans and then on to
Merdia some two hours' flight
from the Mississippi delta city.
Twelve different courses in
Latin American Studies,
Span'ish,
history,
education,language proficiency
and independent study will be
offered, Dr. Venza said, with
the students having the opportunity to earn six to nine
hours of credit each.

In the Sinai Desert theater,
an Israeli communique reported "local armor and artillery
duels" Friday but little ground
action. But Egypt claimed it
destroyed 32 tanks and armored cars and killed or
wounded 200 Israelies in desert
action on Friday.
GEORGIA WRITER AT ROTARY: Bob Burch, Fayetteville, Ga., an internationally-known author
of children's books, was among the guests attending the Murray Rotary Club meeting Thursday.
Burch,second from the left, is shown being greeted by Dick Farrell, president of the club, while Dr.
James Carlin, an associate professor in the Department of Elementary Education at Murray State,
looks on from the left. Burch was in Murray in connection with the First District Education
Association meeting being held on the Murray campus.

Participating in the Rotary litusirDepartment Plans
presentation with Dr. Venza
was Dr. John Ferguson, Regular Meet On Monday
chairman of the Department of
The Music Department for
Foreign Languages at Murray
State and who stressed the the Murray Woman's Club will
university's concern for in- meet Monday, October 15, at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
tercultural education.
He termed the Merida session Members note the change from
"a cultural experience for our Tuesday to Monday.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
students as well as an academic
Charles Hoke, Rob Ray, Glenn
experience.
Wilcox, Douglas Abbott, J.D.
The
two Murray State Rayburn, Joe Prince, Richard
professors were introduced by Farrell, John Winter, and
Dr. Stan Hendrickson, the James Light, Jr.
program chairman for the day.

Russian Planes
Deliver Arms To
Syria And Egypt

by sea. U.S. intelligence
By FRED S. HOFFMAN
sources said.
AP Military Writer
More than 50 medium tanks
WASHINGTON
AP)
Russian transport planes iie and a number of potent surdelivered at least 1,000 tons of face-to-air missile batteries
weapons and ammunition to were reported to have been
a Soviet fighter at
Syria and Egypt since gild- landed by
Egypt.
week, Pentagon officials say. Alexandria,
The Soviet sealift of war supHowever, Israeli air attacks plies is proving to be risky.
on Syrian and Egyptian air- Russia claimed one of its
fields appear to have impeded freighters was sunk by Israeli
the Russian airlift.
missiles in the Syrian port of
Some Russian transport Tartus.
planes were reported to have
The Soviet news agency Tass
turned back from Syria and warned of possible "grave conheaded hoine because Syrian sequences for Israel."---- It did
airfields were too badly dam- not say what those conaged to land.
sequences might be.
Ike and Tina Turner will
At least two Russian AN12
At the same time, Russia has
bring their brand of raw and Cub transports were reported
been silent on its airlift to Syria
primitive soul music to Murray damaged on the ground at
and Egypt.
State University as one of the Aleppo, Syria. Israeli jet pilots
highlights of Homecoming Day have refrained from threaton the campus Oct. 27.
ening or attacking Soviet transScheduled at 7 p.m. in the ports in the air.
university fieldhouse, the Ike
The Russians also are flying
and Tina Turner Revue will heavy military cargo into
climax two days of homecoming Egypt aboard giant AN22 transactivities.
port planes which can carry
By KENNETH J. FREED
Tickets for the concert, about 50 tons apiece.
War
Associated Press Writer
sponsored by the student gear unloaded from Soviet
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
government, are on sale at planes in Egypt and Syria has
Gatlin and Cohrs in Paducah, at included surface-to-air missiles, Nixon administration has dethe Mayfield Music Center and antitank weapons and ammuni- cided for the moment that a
moderate attitude about the Soin the Waterfield Student Union tion, officials said.
viet role in the Middle East is
Building on the campus. Prices
Egyptian
It was noted that
the
best approach to settling
$5
and
$4.50
$4,
are
SAM batteries along the Suez
Mail orders with a check and canal have been firing missiles the Arab-Israeli war.
Nonetheless, this conciliatory
a stamped, self-addressed at Israeli planes in salvos. This
envelope may be sent to: may indicate the Egyptians are tone was given a tinge of warnTickets, Student Organization confident of receiving plentiful ing Friday when Secretary of
Office, Waterfield Student supplies of missiles from Rus- State Henry A. Kissinger held
his first news conference since
Union Building, Murray State sia.
the war started a week ago toUniversity, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Some sources reported the
Checks should be made payable Russians had placed air con- day.
The United States, Kissinger
to Student Organization.
troller teams at Syrian and
After almost 20 years of hard Egyptian airports to handle a said, does not consider that Sowork playing small clubs, the stream of planes flying in from viet actions in the Middle East
as of now constitute irresponscombination of Ike and Tina the Soviet Union.
ibility.
Turner has exploded into
The Russians also have been
Even in areas where Kissinprominence with a unique style resupplying their Arab clients
ger said the Russians have not
of blues _ and soul sounds.
been helpful - such as their
Discovered essentially by the
encouragement of other Arab
English with a release entitled
states to support Egypt and
"River Deep, Mountain High"
Syria and their arms shipments
in 1966, the Turners enjoyed a
to Cairo and Damascus --- he
No. 1 rating on the British
indicated a guard0 tolerance.
charts. Ike and Tina were then
As to the arms shipments,
invited to accompany The
Kissinger
said, "The Soviet airRolling Stones on their last
Regular services will be held
American tour.
at the First Baptist Church on lift, at this moment, is moderFortunes picked up in the U.S. Sunday, October 14, with the ate ...and if has to be adfor Ike and Tina after the break minister, Rev. Richard Walker, dressed in relation to the possiwith the English, and in 1970 speaking at both the 10:45 a.m. bility of influencing immediate
military operations"
composer - arranger- leader- and 6:30 p.m. services.
U.S. officials said the secreproducer Ike Turner and Tina
The Adult Choir, directed by
enjoyed sellout appearances at W. Rudolph Howard, will tary was indicating his view
San Francisco's Basin Street present special music at both that the Soviet shipments have
West where their "Come services. Their selections will not yet threatened the Middle
Together" long-play was be "Awake, My Tongue, Thy East military balance
Kissinger also explained that
recorded and at Las Vegas' Tribute Bring," "Open Our
International Hotel.
Eyes," and "The Love of God." the United States accepts RusThey also got national
Grayson McClure will serve sia's longstanding support of
television exposure with Ed as deacon of the week and will some Arab states as meaning
Sullivan, Andy Williams and a assist in the morning services. Moscow must give aid to its
Name of the Game episode- Bro. G.T. Moody, minister of Middle East allies.
Also,..*Kissinger said eyen
and middle class America gat a education, will also assist in the
tffnse_acts shaapproved of .by
chance to_ know anchappraciate
'the Ike and-Tina style.
• Sunday School will be held at the United ,States must be
Arwthg their other successes 9:30 a.m. and Training Union weighed against "thi? relative
restraint that has been shown
have been a single entitled will he at 7-30 p.m.
"Fool in Love," which sold a
On Wednesday the' fellowship in public media in the Soviet
million copies, "Honky Tonk supper will be served at six p.m. Union and in the conduct of
Woman" and their latest with prayer meeting at seven their representatives" at the
Minted States.
serese-=ke
album, "Workin' Together." p.m

Ike And Tina
Turner To
Appear At MSU

Nixon Nod Marks Third
Boost To Ford's Career
WASHINGTON AP)- President Nixon's choice of Gerald
R. Ford as vice president
marks the third time that his
political career has been given
a swift, surprising boost.
The affable, pipe-smoking
former Big Ten football star
rose out of the ranks of House
Republicans 10 years ago in a
sudden coup that installed him
as chairman of- the party
caucus.
Two years later he vaulted
into the party leadership post
over an unsuspecting Charles
A. Halleck and remained there
until Nixon picked him Friday
night as Spiro T. Agnew's replacement.
Ford's two House promotions
were engineered by a group of
young GOP activists for much
the same reasons that Nixon
chose him as vice president his quiet hard work, unswerving loyalty to the Republican
Party, and his wide popularity
among his colleagues,
Now 60, Ford claims to have
no further political ambitions,
but his expected confirmation
as vice president would stamp
him clearly as a presidential
prospect in 1976.
Ford's popularity among both
Democrats and Republicans in
Congress may be put to the test
by the confirmation hearings
that will begin soon in the
House and Senate.
Both Rep. Peter W. Rodino,
D-N.J., and Sen. Howard Cannon, D-Nev., chairmen of the
committees that will conduct

the hearings, have promised a
searching inquiry and within
minutes of Nixon's announcement, newspaper files were
turning up potentially trouble
for Ford.
He failed to report $11,500 in
1970 campaign contributions to
Congress. Ford said at the time
he was within the law in his
handling of the money but he is
certain to face close questioning about the matter
Ford, who was 'born in
Omaha on July 14, 1913, but
raised in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
where lie still lives, has been
one of Nixon's prime assets on
Capitol Hill. It is due largely to
his effective leadership of the
Republican minority that the
House has sustained a series of
Nixon vetoes this year.

State Congressmen
Split On Measure

WASHINGTON i AP - Kentucky congressmen recorded
three votes in favor and three
against Friday as the House
gave final approval to a measure limiting the president's
power to wage undeclared war.
The measure was approved
238-123.
Voting in favor of the bill
were 5th District Rep. Tim Lee
Carter, Republican; 3rd District Rep. Romano Mazzoli,
Democrat, and 7th District
Rep,Carl Perkins, Democrat.
Voting against were 6th District Rep. John .Breckinridge,
Democrat; 2nd District Rep.
William Natcher, Democrat,
and 1st District Rep. Frank
Stubblefield, Democrat.
Rep. Gene Snyder of the 4th
District was not recorded as
"I think that up to now both voting.
sides, the two countries that
are most capable of producing
a confrontation, that is the
United States and the Soviet
Union, have attempted to behave within limits that would
Rev. Jerrell White, minister
prevent an escalation" into a
major world war, Kissinger of the Memorial Baptist
Church, will preach at the 10:50
said.
Kissinger thus indicated that a.m. and 7:30 p.m. services on
American supplies of arms to Sunday, October 14, at the
Israel will be limited for the church.
The choir, directed by Alan
moment to ammunition rather
McCutchen, will sing a special,
than tanks and planes.
In spite of this moderate "Burdens Are Lifted At
tone, Kissinger interspersed Calvary," at the morning
veiled warnings throughout the service. Lester Garland will be
serving as deacon of the week.
50-minute news conference.
At the evening service special
While the Russians have not
yet shown major irrespons- music will be by Vicki Cathey,
ibility, he said, "When that and a baptismal service will be
point is reached, we will in this held.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
crisis, as we have in other
crises, not hesitate to take a a.m. with Hayden Rickman as
director and Church Training
firm stand."
will be at 6:30 p.m. with Randy
Grogan as director.

Nixon Administration Chooses
Moderate Approach To Soviets

Regular Services
Planned At First
Baptist Church

(continued from Page 1)

Rev. Jerrell White
Is Church Speaker

Hospital Report

October 8, 1973
ADULTS .117
NURSERY ..9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Compton (Deborah
Sue, Mother), Route 3, Murray,
Baby Girl Roseberry (Edith
WASHINGTON (AP)- A 40Jean, Mother), Route 4,
Murray, Baby Boy Laird foot Colorado blue spruce arJanice Irene, Mother), 1620 rived on the Ellipse behind the
White House Thursday as the
Catalina Cts., Murray, Baby
Girl Nicholas (Charlotte, new, and this time permanent,
national Christmas tree.
Mother), Route 1, Benton.
No more, says the National
DISMISSALS
T.P. Jones, Route 1, Dexter, Park Service, will huge trees
Mrs. Margaret Louise Kimbro, be cut from national forests
Route 5, Murray, Clarence and shipped to the capital to
Grady Cross, Route 1, Hardin, serve as the center piece of the
Charles M. Hill, Route 3, Box annual Christmas display
The new tree will be planted
1212, Murray, Mrs. Deborah
-in the center ni-the
-and
TAW* Tarter, t619
Brown .eventually is expected to double
Murray. Hillman
French, Route 7, Murray, Mrs. in.size. It will be decorated.and
Ella E. Adams, 506 N. 5th St., lighted each year for the twoMurray, Miss Halleene Smith, week-long "Pageant of Peace."
This year's lighting ceremony
400 South 6th St., Murray,
Herbert Jackson Hargis,„(ex- and formal dedication will be
pired), 711 Riley Ct., Murray. -Dec. 14.

Permanent Tree
Arrives Thursday
At White House

An Egyptian communique
also claimed that its forces
sank three Israeli missile boats
and their escorts in the Gulf of
Suez
In the Sinai, Gen. Kalman
Magen, commander of the
northern Suez Canal region,
said the Egyptian army is con-

said Friday that Israeli sea
missiles sank a Soviet cargo
ship, the 12,000-ton Ilva Mechnikov;Thursday night in the Syrian port of Tartus. The Tass
statement said continuation of
"criminal acts will lead to
grave consequences for Israel
itself." It did not elaborate.
A top Moslem religious official, Sheikh Abdel Halirn Mah-'
mood, declared Friday at the
Al Azhar mosque in Cairo: "We
art fighting a holy war, a war
for Islam, a holy war in which
all Moslems must participate."
The sheikh said all Arab states
should aid the Arab effort.

University Church
To Hold Services
Hollis Miller, minister of the
University Church of Christ,
will speak at the 10:30 a.m. and
seven p.m. services on Sunday,
October 14, at the church.

tinuing to reinforce its forces
At the morning service the
but has .avoided major tank scripture reading will be by
comhis
battles. Speaking from
Keith Moffitt. Prayers will be
mand post a few miles east of led by Leroy Eldridge and
the canal, Magen said the Murrell Goheen.
Egyptians are still rolling arBible study is held at 9:313
mor, men and supplies across
a.m. each Sunday.
the canal and seem to be digIt has been anrinounced that
ging in at Israeli-built positions.
on Sunday, October 21, David
All sides reported heavy air Jackson will begin a special
action Friday, with the Israelis training class for boys in grades
claiming to have raided mili- four through six from five to six
tary airfields in Syria and the p.m. each Sunday for eight
weeks.
international airport at Damascus. Israel said its planes
also attacked ground-to-ground
missile batteries at Port Said in
Egypt and blasted concentrations of Egyptian armor in the
Sinai.
"What Do You Offer" will be
The Israelis said they shot
down 29 Syrian planes Friday the subject of the sermon by Dr
over the Golan Heights front James A. Fisher, Sr., minister
and two Egyptian planes on the of the First United Methodist
Suez front. Syria claimed its Church, at the 8:45 and 10:50
air defense shot down 51 Israeli a.m. services on Sunday, Ocplanes - 16 of them between 4 tober 14.
His scripture will be from
p.m. and 4:20 p.m. as they
Matthew 16:21-26. Church
tried to bomb airfields near School will be held between the
Damascus - and Egypt said morning services.
its forces knocked down 12 IsThe Junior High Methodist
raeli jets and three helicopters. Youth Fellowship will meet at
The Israelis have claimed a five p.m. Sunday to plan the
total of 210 kills of Arab planes. project of Trick or Treat for
Arabs say they downed 438 Is- UNICEF. Recreation will be at
raeli planes, more front-line 5:30 p.m. and supper for all
planes than foreign experts say youth will be at six p.m. The
Israel possesses.
Senior High MYF will meet at
6:30 p.m. Sunday in the social
The United Nations Security
hall.
Council met for two hours FriThe Methodist Men will have
day to discuss the war, but their meeting on Wednesday,
nothing was decided. Sir Lau- October 17, at 6:30 p.m. at the
rence McIntyre of Australia, social hall.
council present for October,
asked members to work for a
"breathing space" truce during
which a lasting peace could be
negotiated.
The Soviet news agency Tass

D. James Fisher
To Speak Sunday

Ford. . .
(Continued from Page 1i
Rogers, and Gov. Ronald Reagan of California.
Nixon narrowed the list of
possible nominees to five
Thursday night, aides said,
then decided upon Ford at
dawn Friday while at his Camp
David retreat. Ford didn't
learn of his selection, however,
until 90 minutes before it was
announced.
Nixon's speech disclosing his
choice was structured for drama. He talked for nine minutes
before mentioning Ford's
name, using the occasion to discuss national achievements, national problems and the need
for unity.
"Never in our history has the
world more needed a strong
America, a united America,
with both the power and the
will to act in the spirit that
made this a great country, and
that has kept it a free country," he said.
Ford, in brief comments, said
"I hope I have some assets that
might be helpful...to make
America a united America.,"
Even as Ford was accepting
the nomination, it Was disclosed
that Agnew will address the nation on television Monday night
to explain the events which led
to his resignation.
Ford has been untouched by
the swirling Watergate scandal,
but he did concede two „years
ago that he had failed to report
$11,5% in contributions in the
1970 election campaign.
He said at the time that he
had turned the money over to
the Republican Congressional
Campaign Committee, which
then pion/ed. about the same
siniount'back into his -district to
pay post-elertinri debts
The 1971 disclosure was never
pursued by any; investigative
body, and Ford said he had
complied with the law. But the
question could be revived in his
confirmation hearings.

Scott Tries
Suicide For
Second Time

EDDYVILLE, Ky. ( AP) Wilmer E. Scott, charged with
killing six people at Lexington
and Falmouth, apparently has
tried for the second time to kill
himself at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary.
Scott, 36, of Chattanooga,
Tenn., was found in his cell
bleeding from cuts "about the
throat" Thursday, acting prison
Supt. William Egbert said Friday.
The cuts wei-e made with a
piece of plastic from a light fixture, Egbert said, "some kind
of insulating material and not
part of the globe or anything
like that."
The wounds, termed not
serious by prison medical personnel, were stitched and Scott
is now in a "stripped cell."
He has only a mattress, a
prison official said, and no
commode or "anything of, any
kind of material that could be
used by a man to hurt himself."
Scott was found last Sunday
night slumped in his cell with a
sheet knotted around his neck
and tied to a clothes hanger
fixed to the cell wall, but was
uninjured.
After that attempt he was
moved to an isolated cell with
only a bed, mattress and commode, but was returned to his
cell in a four cell complex
Thursday after he promised not
to try to harm himself again.
. Scott and William Sloan, 24,
of Louisville were imprisoned
in the penitentiary on Lake
Barkley Oct. 2, both charged
with the slaying of a minister
and his two children at Lexington,and three men in a_ Falmouth motel.,
..They were captured-a clay
after escaping from the federal
cdurthouse at Lexington, "arid'
were also charged with abducting a Lexington woman and
stealing her car.
Their bond is $780,000 each,

A

